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GENERAL CLARK MODEL FOR FINITE-RANK PERTURBATIONS

CONSTANZE LIAW AND SERGEI TREIL

All unitary (contractive) perturbations of a given unitary operator U by finite-rank-d operators with fixed
range can be parametrized by d � d unitary (contractive) matrices �; this generalizes unitary rank-one
(d D 1) perturbations, where the Aleksandrov–Clark family of unitary perturbations is parametrized by
the scalars on the unit circle T � C.

For a strict contraction � the resulting perturbed operator T� is (under the natural assumption about
star cyclicity of the range) a completely nonunitary contraction, so it admits the functional model.

We investigate the Clark operator, i.e., a unitary operator that intertwines T� (written in the spectral
representation of the nonperturbed operator U ) and its model. We make no assumptions on the spectral
type of the unitary operator U ; an absolutely continuous spectrum may be present.

We first find a universal representation of the adjoint Clark operator in the coordinate-free Nikolski–
Vasyunin functional model; the word “universal” means that it is valid in any transcription of the model.
This representation can be considered to be a special version of the vector-valued Cauchy integral operator.

Combining the theory of singular integral operators with the theory of functional models, we derive
from this abstract representation a concrete formula for the adjoint of the Clark operator in the Sz.-Nagy–
Foias, transcription. As in the scalar case, the adjoint Clark operator is given by a sum of two terms: one is
given by the boundary values of the vector-valued Cauchy transform (postmultiplied by a matrix-valued
function) and the second one is just the multiplication operator by a matrix-valued function.

Finally, we present formulas for the direct Clark operator in the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription.
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0. Introduction

The contractive (or unitary) perturbations U CK of a unitary operator U on a Hilbert space H by
operators K of finite rank d with fixed range are parametrized by the d � d contractive (resp. unitary)
matrices �. Namely, if RanK�R, where R�H, dimRD d , is fixed, andB WCd!R is a fixed unitary
operator (which we call the coordinate operator), then K is represented as K DB.� � ICd /B

�U, where
� is a contraction (resp. a unitary operator) on Cd. Therefore, all such perturbations with RanK �R

are represented as T� D U CB.� � ICd /B
�U, where � runs over all d � d contractive (resp. unitary)

matrices.

Recall that T being a contraction (contractive) means that kT k � 1.

Focusing on the nontrivial part of the perturbation, we can assume that RanB DR is a star-cyclic
subspace for U, i.e., H D spanfU kR; .U �/kR W k 2ZCg. Below we will show that star-cyclicity together
with the assumption that � is a pure contraction ensures that the operator T� is what is called a completely
nonunitary contraction, meaning that T� does not have a nontrivial unitary part. Model theory informs us
that such T� is unitarily equivalent to its functional model M� , � D �� , that is, the compression of the
shift operator on the model space K� with the characteristic function � D �� of T� .

In this paper we investigate the so-called Clark operator, i.e., a unitary operator ˆ that intertwines the
contraction T� (in the spectral representation of the unperturbed operatorU ) with its model: M�ˆDˆT� ,
� D �� . The case of rank-one perturbations (d D 1) was treated by D. Clark [1972] when � is inner, and
later by D. Sarason [1994] under the assumption that � is an extreme point of the unit ball of H1. For
finite-rank perturbations with inner characteristic matrix-valued functions � , V. Kapustin and A. Poltoratski
[2006] studied boundary convergence of functions in the model space K� . The setting of inner characteristic
functions corresponds to the operators U that have purely singular spectrum (no a.c. component); see,
e.g., [Douglas and Liaw 2013].

In [Liaw and Treil 2016] we completely described the general case of rank-one perturbations (when the
measure can have absolutely continuous part, or equivalently, the characteristic function is not necessarily
inner).

In the present paper we extend the results from [Liaw and Treil 2016] to finite-rank perturbations
with general matrix-valued characteristic functions. We first find a universal representation of the adjoint
Clark operator, which features a special case of a matrix-valued Cauchy integral operator. By “universal”
we mean that our formula is valid in any transcription of the functional model. This representation is a
pretty straightforward, albeit more algebraically involved, generalization of the corresponding result from
[Liaw and Treil 2016]; it might look like “abstract nonsense”, since it is proved under the assumption
that we pick a model operator that “agrees” with the Clark model (more precisely that the corresponding
coordinate/parametrizing operators agree).

However, by careful investigation of the construction of the functional model, using the coordinate-free
Nikolski–Vasyunin model we were able to present a formula giving the parametrizing operators for the
model that agree with given coordinate operators for a general contraction T ; see Lemma 3.2. Moreover,
for the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription of the model we get explicit formulas for the parametrizing operators
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in terms of the characteristic function; see Lemma 3.3. Similar formulas can be obtained for other
transcriptions of the model.

We also compute the characteristic function of the perturbed operator T� ; the formula involves the
Cauchy integral of the matrix-valued measure.

For the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription of the model we give a more concrete representation of the adjoint
Clark operator in terms of the vector-valued Cauchy transform; see Theorem 8.1. This representation
looks more natural when one considers spectral representations of the nonperturbed operator U defined
with the help of matrix-valued measures; see Theorem 8.7.

0A. Plan of the paper. In Section 1 we set the stage by introducing finite-rank perturbations and studying
some of their basic properties. In particular, we discuss the concept of a star-cyclic subspace and find a
measure-theoretic characterization for it.

The main result of Section 2 is the universal representation formula for the adjoint Clark operator; see
Theorem 2.4. In this section we also introduce the notion of agreement of the coordinate/parametrizing
operators and make some preliminary observations about such an agreement.

Section 3 is devoted to the detailed investigation of the agreement of the coordinate/parametrizing
operators. Careful analysis of the construction of the model from the coordinate-free point of view of
Nikolski–Vasyunin allows us to get for a general contraction T -formulas for the parametrizing operators
for the model that agree with the coordinate operators; see Lemma 3.2. Explicit formulas (in terms of the
characteristic function) are presented for the case of Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription; see Lemma 3.3.

The characteristic function �� of the perturbed operator T� is the topic of Sections 4 and 5. Theorem 4.2
gives a formula for �� in terms of a Cauchy integral of a matrix-valued measure. In Section 5 we show
that, similarly to the rank-one case, the characteristic functions �� and �0 are related via a special linear
fractional transformation. Relations between defect functions �0 and �� are also described.

Section 6 contains a brief heuristic overview of what subtle techniques are to come in Sections 7 and 8.
In Section 7 we present results about regularizations of the Cauchy transform, and about uniform

boundedness of such generalizations, which we need to get the representation formulas in Section 8.
In Section 8 we give a formula for the adjoint Clark operator in the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription

of the model. As in the scalar case, the adjoint Clark operator is given by the sum of two terms: one
is in essence a vector-valued Cauchy transform (postmultiplied by a matrix-valued function), and the
second one is just a multiplication operator by a matrix-valued function; see Theorem 8.1. In the case of
inner characteristic functions (purely singular spectral measure of U ) the second term disappears, and
the adjoint Clark operator is given by what can be considered a matrix-valued analogue of the scalar
normalized Cauchy transform; see Section 8E.

Section 9 is devoted to a description of the Clark operator ˆ; see Theorem 9.2.

1. Preliminaries

Consider the family of rank-d perturbations UCK of a unitary operator U on a separable Hilbert spaceH.
If we fix a subspace R�H, dimRD d , such that RanK �R, then all unitary perturbations of U CK
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of U can be parametrized as
T D U C .X � IR/PRU; (1-1)

where X runs over all possible unitary operators in R.
It is more convenient to factorize the representation of X through the fixed space D WD Cd by picking

an isometric operator B WD!H, RanB DR. Then any X in (1-1) can be represented as X DB�B�,
where � WD!D (i.e., � is a d � d matrix). The perturbed operator T D T� can be rewritten as

T D U CB.� � ID/B
�U: (1-2)

If we decompose the space H treated as the domain as H D U �R˚ .U �R/?, and the same space
treated as the target space as H DR˚R?, then the operator T can be represented with respect to this
decomposition as

T D

�
B�B�U 0

0 T1

�
; (1-3)

where block T1 is unitary.
From the above decomposition we can immediately see that if � is a contraction then T is a contraction

(and if � is unitary then T is unitary).
In this formula we slightly abuse notation, since formally the operator B�B�U is defined on the

whole space H. However, this operator clearly annihilates .U �R/?, and its range belongs to R, so we
can restrict its domain and target space to U �R and R respectively. So when such operators appear in
the block decomposition we will assume that its domain and target space are restricted.

In this paper we assume that the isometry B is fixed and that all the perturbations are parametrized by
the d � d matrix �.

1A. Spectral representation of U . By the spectral theorem the operator U is unitarily equivalent to the
multiplication M� by the independent variable � in the von Neumann direct integral

HD
Z ˚

T

E.�/ d�.�/; (1-4)

where � is a finite Borel measure on T (without loss of generality we can assume that � is a probability
measure, �.T/D 1).

Let us recall the construction of the direct integral; we present not the most general one, but one that is
sufficient for our purposes. Let E be a separable Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis feng1nD1, and
let N W T! N[f1g be a measurable function (the so-called dimension function). Define

E.�/D spanfen 2E W 1� n�N.�/g:

Then the direct integral H is the subspace of the E-valued space L2.�IE/D L2.T; �IE/ consisting of
the functions f such that f .�/ 2E.�/ for �-a.e. �.

Note, that the dimension function N and the spectral type Œ�� of � (i.e., the collection of all measures
that are mutually absolutely continuous with �) are spectral invariants of U, meaning that they define the
operator U up to unitary equivalence.
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So, without loss of generality, we assume that U is the multiplication M� by the independent variable �
in the direct integral (1-4).

An important particular case is the case when U is star-cyclic, meaning that there exists a vector h 2H
such that spanfU nh W n 2 Zg DH. In this case N.�/� 1, and the operator U is unitarily equivalent to
the multiplication operator M� in the scalar space L2.�/D L2.T; �/.

In the representation of U in the direct integral it is convenient to give a “matrix” representation of
the isometry B. Namely, for k D 1; 2; : : : ; d define functions bk 2H� L2.�IE/ by bk WDBek; here
fekg

d
kD1

is the standard orthonormal basis in Cd.
In this notation the operatorB, if we follow the standard rules of the linear algebra, is the multiplication

by a row B of vector-valued functions,

B.�/D .b1.�/; b2.�/; : : : ; bd .�//:

If we represent bk.�/ in the standard basis in E that we used to construct the direct integral (1-4), then B
is just the multiplication by the matrix-valued function of size .dimE/� d .

1B. Star-cyclic subspaces and completely nonunitary contractions.

Definition 1.1. As was previously mentioned, a subspace R is said to be star-cyclic for an operator T
on H if

H D spanfT kR; .T �/kR W k 2 ZCg:

For a perturbation (not necessarily unitary) T D T� of the unitary operator U given by (1-2) the
subspace

E D spanfU kR; .U �/kR W k 2 ZCg D spanfU kR W k 2 Zg (1-5)

is a reducing subspace for both U and T� (i.e., E and E? are invariant for both U and T� ).
Since T� jE? DU jE? , the perturbation does not influence the action of T� on E?, so nothing interesting

for perturbation theory happens on E?; all action happens on E . Therefore, we can restrict our attention
to T� jE , i.e., assume without loss of generality that RD RanB is a star-cyclic subspace for U.

We note the following result.

Lemma 1.2. Let R D RanB be a star-cyclic subspace for U and let � be unitary. Then R is also a
star-cyclic subspace for all perturbed unitary operators U� D T� given by (1-2).

We postpone for a moment a proof of this well-known fact.

Definition 1.3. A contraction T in a Hilbert space H is called completely nonunitary (c.n.u. for short) if
there is no nonzero reducing subspace on which T acts unitarily.

Recall that a contraction is called strict if kT xk< kxk for all x ¤ 0.

Lemma 1.4. If RD RanB is a star-cyclic subspace for U and � is a strict contraction, then T defined
by (1-2) is a c.n.u. contraction.
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Proof. Since � is a strict contraction, we get that B�B�U jU�R is also a strict contraction. Therefore
(1-3) implies

kT xk D kxk () x ? U�1R;

kT �xk D kxk () x ?R:

Moreover, we can see from (1-3) that if x ? U�1R then T x D Uf and if x ?R then T �x D U�1x.
Consider a reducing subspace G for T such that T jG is unitary. Then the above observations imply

G ?R and G ? U�1R, and that for any x 2G

T nx D U nx as well as .T �/nx D U�nx:

Since G is a reducing subspace for T it follows that U kx 2G for all integers k. But this implies that
U nx ?R, or equivalently x ? U nR for all n 2 Z. But R is a star-cyclic subspace for U, so we get a
contradiction. �

Proof of Lemma 1.2. Assume now that for unitary �, the subspace RanB is not a star-cyclic subspace for
U� D T� (but is a star-cyclic subspace for U ). Consider the perturbation T0,

T0 D U CB.0� ID/B�U:

We will show that

T0 D U� CB.0� ID/B�U� : (1-6)

By Lemma 1.4 the operator T0 is a c.n.u. contraction.
But, as we discussed in the beginning of this subsection, if RanB is not star-cyclic for U, then for E

defined by (1-5) the subspace E? is a reducing subspace for T� (with any �) on which T� acts unitarily.
Since by (1-6) the operator T0 is a perturbation of form (1-2) of the unitary operator T� , we conclude

that the operator T0 has a nontrivial unitary part, and arrive at a contradiction.
To prove (1-6) we notice that

T0 D U �BB
�U D U� �B�B

�U: (1-7)

Direct computations show that

U�U
�B D UU �BCB.� � ID/B

�UU �B DBCB.� � ID/DB�:

Taking the adjoint of this identity we get B�UU �� D �
�B�, and so �B�U DB�U� . Substituting B�U�

instead of �B�U in (1-7) we get (1-6). �

1C. Characterization of star-cyclic subspaces. Recall that for an isometry B W D!H, where H is the
direct integral (1-4), we denoted by bk 2H the “columns” of B,

bk DBek;

where e1; e2; : : : ; ed is the standard basis in Cd.
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Lemma 1.5. Let U be the multiplication M� by the independent variable � in the direct integral H given
by (1-4), and let B W Cd !H be as above. The space RanB D spanfbk W 1� k � dg is star-cyclic for U
if and only if spanfbk.�/ W 1� k � dg DE.�/ for �-a.e. �.

Proof. First assume that RanB is not a star-cyclic subspace for U. Then there exists f 2H� L2.�IE/,
f ¤ 0 �-a.e., such that

U lf ? bk for all l 2 Z and k D 1; : : : ; d;

or, equivalently Z
T

.f .�/; bk.�//E�
l d�.�/D 0 for all l 2 Z and k D 1; : : : ; d:

But that means for all k D 1; 2; : : : ; d we have

.f .�/; bk.�//E D 0 �-a.e.;

so on some set of positive �-measure (where f .�/¤ 0) we have

spanfbk.�/ W 1� k � dg¤E.�/: (1-8)

Vice versa, assume that (1-8) holds on some Borel subset A� T with �.A/ > 0. For nD 1; 2; : : : ;1
define sets An WD f� 2 A W dimE.�/ D ng. Then �.An/ > 0 for some n. Fix this n and denote the
corresponding space E.�/, � 2 An, by En.

We know that spanfbk.�/ W 1� k � dg¤En on An, so there exists e 2En such that

e … spanfbk.�/ W 1� k � dg

on a set of positive measure in An.
Trivially, if f 2 spanfU k RanB W k 2 Zg then

f .�/ 2 spanfbk.�/ W 1� k � dg �-a.e.;

and therefore f D 1Ane is not in spanfU k RanB W k 2 Zg. �

1D. The case of star-cyclicU. IfU is star-cyclic (i.e., it has a one-dimensional star-cyclic subspace/vector),
U is unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operator M� in the scalar space L2.�/; of course the scalar
space L2.�/ is a particular case of the direct integral, where all spaces E.�/ are one-dimensional.

Lemma 1.5 says that RanB is star-cyclic for U if and only if there is no measurable set A, �.A/ > 0,
on which all the functions bk vanish. If we consider the case when U is star-cyclic, i.e., when it has a
star-cyclic vector, we can ask the question:

Does a star-cyclic operator U have a star-cyclic vector that belongs to a prescribed (finite-dimensional)
star-cyclic subspace?

The following lemma answers “yes” to that question. Moreover, it implies that if RanB is star-cyclic
for U DM� on the scalar-valued space L2.�/, then almost all vectors b 2 RanB are star-cyclic for U.
As the result is measure-theoretic in nature, we formulate it in a general context.
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Lemma 1.6. Consider a �-finite scalar-valued measure � on a measure space X . Let b1; b2; : : : ; bd 2
L2.�/ be such that

dX
kD1

jbkj ¤ 0 � -a.e.

Then for almost all (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) ˛ D .˛1; ˛2; : : : ; ˛d / 2 Cd we have
dX
kD1

˛kbk ¤ 0 � -a.e. on X :

Remark. The above lemma also holds for almost all ˛ 2 Rd.

Proof of Lemma 1.6. Consider first the case �.X / <1.
We proceed by induction in d . Clearly, if jb1j ¤ 0 �-a.e. on X , then ˛b1 ¤ 0 �-a.e. on X for all

˛ 2 C n f0g.
Now assume the statement of the lemma for d D n for some n 2N. Deleting a set of � -measure 0, we

can assume that
PnC1
kD1jbkj ¤ 0 on X .

Let Y WD
˚
x2X W

Pn
kD1jbk.x/j>0

	
. By the induction assumption, for almost all ˛0D .˛1; ˛2; : : : ; ˛n/

b.˛0; x/ WD

nX
kD1

˛kbk.x/¤ 0 on Y:

Fix ˛0 D .˛1; ˛2; : : : ; ˛n/ such that b.˛0; x/¤ 0 on Y . We will show that for any such fixed ˛0

�

��
x 2 X W

nC1X
kD1

˛kbk.x/D 0

��
> 0 (1-9)

only for countably many values of ˛nC1.
To show this, define for ˇ D ˛nC1 2 C the set

Xˇ WD fx 2 X W b.˛0; x/CˇbnC1.x/D 0g:

Let Q̌ 2 C n f0g, Q̌ ¤ ˇ. We claim that the sets Xˇ and X Q̌ are disjoint.
Indeed, the assumption that

PnC1
kD1jbkj > 0 implies bnC1 ¤ 0 on X nY , so Xˇ ;X Q̌ 2 Y . Moreover,

solving for bnC1 we get that if ˇ ¤ 0, then

Xˇ D fx 2 Y W bnC1.x/D�b.˛0; x/=ˇg;

and similarly for X Q̌ . Since b.˛0; x/¤ 0 on Y , we get

b.˛0; x/=ˇ ¤ b.˛0; x/= Q̌ for all x 2 Y;

so if ˇ ¤ 0, then Xˇ and X Q̌ are disjoint as preimages of disjoint sets (points).
If ˇ D 0, then X0 D X nY , so the sets X Q̌ and X0 are disjoint.
The set X has finite measure, and X is the union of disjoint sets Xˇ , ˇ 2 C. So, only countably many

sets Xˇ can satisfy �.Xˇ / > 0. We have proved the lemma for �.X / <1.
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The rest can be obtained by Tonelli’s theorem. Namely, define

A WD
�
.x; ˛/ W x 2 X ; ˛ 2 CnC1;

nC1X
kD1

˛kbk.x/D 0

�
and let F D 1A. From Tonelli’s theorem we can see thatZ

1A.x; ˛/ dm.˛/ d�.x/ > 0 (1-10)

if and only if for the set of ˛ 2 CnC1 of positive Lebesgue measure

�

��
x 2 X W

nC1X
kD1

˛kbk.x/D 0

��
> 0:

It follows from (1-9) that for almost all ˛0 D .˛1; ˛2; : : : ; ˛n/ 2 CnZ
1A.x; ˛

0; ˛nC1/ dm.˛nC1/ d�.x/D 0;

so, by Tonelli, the integral in (1-10) equals 0. �

2. Abstract formula for the adjoint Clark operator

We now introduce necessary known facts about functional models and then give a general abstract formula
for the adjoint Clark operator. To do this we need a new notion of coordinate/parametrizing operators
for the model and their agreement: the abstract representation formula (Theorem 2.4) holds under the
assumption that the coordinate operators C and C� agree with the Clark model.

Later in Section 3 we construct the coordinate operators that agree with the Clark model, and in
Section 4 we compute the characteristic function, so the abstract Theorem 2.4 will give us concrete, albeit
complicated, formulas.

2A. Functional models.

Definition 2.1. Recall that for a contraction T its defect operators DT and DT � are defined as

DT WD .I �T
�T /1=2; DT � WD .I �T T

�/1=2:

The defect spaces DT and DT � are defined as

DT WD clos RanDT ; DT � WD clos RanDT � :

The characteristic function is an (explicitly computed from the contraction T ) operator-valued function
� 2H1.D!D�/, where D and D� are Hilbert spaces of appropriate dimensions,

dimDD dimDT ; dimD� D dimDT � :

Using the characteristic function � one can then construct the so-called model space K� , which
is a subspace of a weighted L2 space L2.T; W ID�˚D/D L2.W ID�˚D/ with an operator-valued
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weightW . The model operator M� WK�!K� is then defined as the compression of the multiplicationMz

by the independent variable z,

M�f D PK�Mzf; f 2 K� I

here Mzf .z/D zf .z/.
Let us remind the reader that the norm in the weighted space L2.T; W IH/ with an operator weight W

is given by

kf k2
L2.W IH/

D

Z
T

.W.z/f .z/; f .z//H dm.z/I

in the case dimH D1 there are some technical details, but in the finite-dimensional case considered in
this paper everything is pretty straightforward.

The best-known example of a model is the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, (transcription of a) model [Sz.-Nagy et al.
2010]. The Sz.-Nagy–Foias, model space K� is a subspace of a nonweighted space L2.D�˚D/ (here
W � I), given by

K� WD
�

H 2.D�/

clos�L2.D/

�
	

�
�

�

�
H 2.D/;

where

�.z/ WD .ID� �
�.z/�.z//1=2 and

�
�

�

�
H 2.D/D

��
�f

�f

�
W f 2H 2.D/

�
:

In the literature, the case when the vector-valued characteristic function � is inner (i.e., its boundary
values are isometries for a.e. z 2 T) is often considered. Then �.z/D 0 on T, so in that case the second
component of K� collapses completely and the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, model space reduces to the familiar space

K� DH 2.D�/	 �H
2.D/:

Also, in the literature, see [Sz.-Nagy et al. 2010], the characteristic function is defined up to multiplica-
tion by constant unitary factors from the right and from the left. Namely, two functions � 2H1.D!D�/

and Q� 2H1. zD! zD�/ are equivalent if there exist unitary operators U WD! zD and U� WD�! zD�
such that Q� D U��U �.

It is a well-known fact, see [Sz.-Nagy et al. 2010], that two c.n.u. contractions are unitarily equivalent if
and only if their characteristic functions are equivalent as described above. So, usually in the literature the
characteristic function is understood as the corresponding equivalence class, or an arbitrary representative
in this class. However, in this paper, to get correct formulas it is essential to track which representative is
chosen.

2B. Coordinate operators, parametrizing operators, and their agreement. Let T W H ! H be a con-
traction, and let D, D� be Hilbert spaces, dimD D dimDT, dimD� D dimDT � . Unitary operators
V W DT ! D and V� W DT � ! D� will be called coordinate operators for the corresponding defect
spaces; the reason for that name is that often spaces D and D� are spaces with a fixed orthonormal basis
(and one can introduce coordinates there), so the operators introduce coordinates on the defect spaces.
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The inverse operators V � WD!DT and V �� WD�!DT � will be called parametrizing operators. For
a contraction T we will use the symbols V and V� for the coordinate operators, but for its model M� the
parametrizing operators will be used, and we reserve letters C and C� for these operators.

Let T be a c.n.u. contraction with characteristic function � 2H1.D!D�/, and let M� W K� ! K�
be its model. Let also V WDT !D and V� WDT � !D� be coordinate operators for the defect spaces
of T, and C WD!DM�

and C� WD�!DM�
�

be the parametrizing operators for the defect spaces of
M� (this simply means that all four operators are unitary).

We say that the operators V , V� agree with operatorsC , C� if there exists a unitary operatorˆ WK�!H

intertwining T and M� ,
TˆDˆM� ;

and such that
C � D VˆjDM�

; C �� D V�ˆjDM�
�

: (2-1)

The above identities simply mean that the diagrams below are commutative:

DT D D� DT �

DM�
DM�

�

V V ��

ˆ C � ˆC ��

In this paper, when convenient, we always extend an operator between subspaces to the operator
between the whole spaces, by extending it by 0 on the orthogonal complement of the domain; slightly
abusing notation we will use the same symbol for both operators. Thus a unitary operator between
subspaces E and F can be treated as a partial isometry with initial space E and final space F, and vice
versa. With this convention (2-1) can be rewritten as

C � D Vˆ; C �� D V�ˆ:

2C. Clark operator. Consider a contraction T given by (1-2) with � being a strict contraction. We also
assume that RanB is a star-cyclic subspace for U, so T is a c.n.u. contraction; see Lemma 1.4.

We assume that U is given in its spectral representation, so U is the multiplication operator M� in the
direct integral H.

A Clark operator ˆ W K� ! H is a unitary operator, intertwining this special contraction T and its
model M� , ˆM� D Tˆ, or equivalently

ˆ�T DM�ˆ
�: (2-2)

We name it so after D. Clark, who in [Clark 1972] described it for rank-one perturbations of unitary
operators with purely singular spectrum.

We want to describe the operator ˆ (more precisely, its adjoint ˆ�) in our situation. In our case,
dimDT D dimDT � D d , and it will be convenient for us to consider models with DDD� D Cd.
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As discussed above, it can be easily seen from the representation (1-3) that the operators U �B WDD
Cd ! DT and B W D D Cd ! DT � are unitary operators canonically (for our setup) identifying D

with the corresponding defect spaces, i.e., the canonical parametrizing operators for these spaces. The
corresponding coordinate operators are given by V DB�U, V� DB�.

We say that parametrizing operators C WD!DM�
, C� WD!DM�

�
agree with the Clark model if

the above coordinate operators V DB�U, V�DB� agree with the parametrizing operators C , C� in the
sense of Section 2B. In other words, they agree if there exists a Clark operator ˆ such that the following
diagram commutes:

DT DD Cd DT �

DM�
DM�

�

B�U B

ˆ� C ˆ�C�

(2-3)

Note, that in this diagram one can travel in both directions: to change the direction, one just needs to
take the adjoint of the corresponding operator.

Slightly abusing notation, we use C to also denote the extension of C to the model space K� by the
zero operator, and similarly for C�.

Note that agreement of C and C� with the Clark model can be rewritten as

ˆ�.B�U/� D C ; ˆ�B D C�: (2-4)

And by taking restrictions (where necessary) we find

M�C D C�� and M��C� D C�
�: (2-5)

We express the action of the model operator and its adjoint in an auxiliary result. The result holds in
any transcription of the model. We will need the following simple fact.

Lemma 2.2. For a contraction T

TDT �DT � ; T �DT � �DT :

Proof. Since DT is a strict contraction on DT we get

kT xk D kxk () x ?DT ;

and similarly, since T � is a strict contraction on DT � ,

kT �xk D kxk () x ?DT � : (2-6)

Thus the operator T is an isometry on D?T , so the polarization identity implies T �T xD x for all x 2D?T .
Together with (2-6) this implies T .D?T /�D?T � , which is equivalent to the inclusion T �DT � �DT .

Replacing T by T � we get TDT �DT � . �
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Lemma 2.3. Let T be as defined in (1-2) with � being a strict contraction. Assume also that RanB is
star-cyclic (so T is completely nonunitary; see Lemma 1.4).

Let � 2H1.D!D�/, DDD� D Cd, be the characteristic function of T, and let M� W K� ! K�
be a model operator. Let C WD!DM�

and C� WD!DM�
�

be the parametrizing unitary operators that
agree with the Clark model.

Then
M� DMzC .C�� �MzC /C

� and M�� DM NzC .C�
�
�M NzC�/C

�
� :

Proof. Since the operator M� acts on K�	DM�
as the multiplication operator Mz , we can trivially write

M� DMz.I �PDM�
/CM�PDM�

:

Recalling that C WD! K� is an isometry with range DM�
, we can see that PDM�

D CC �, so

Mz.I �PDM�
/DMz.I �CC

�/: (2-7)

Using the identity PDM�
D CC � and the first equation of (2-5) we get

M�PDM�
DM�CC

�
D C��C

�;

which together with (2-7) gives us the desired formula for M� .
To get the formula for M�

�
we represent it as

M�� DM Nz.I �PDM�
�

/CM��PDM�
�

:

Using the identities
PDM�

�

D C�C
�
� ; M��PDM�

�

D C��C ��

(the first holds because DM�
�

is the range of the isometry C�, and the second one follows from the second
equation in (2-5)), we get the desired formula. �

2D. Representation theorem. For a (general) model operator M� , � 2H1.D!D�/, the parametrizing
operators C WD!DM�

, C� WD�!DM�
�

give rise to (uniquely defined) operator-valued functions C
and C� on T, where C.�/ WD!D˚D�, C�.�/ WD�!D˚D�, � 2 T, such that for almost all � 2 T

.C e/.�/D C.�/e for all e 2D; (2-8)

.C�e�/.�/D C�.�/e� for all e� 2D�I (2-9)

here C e;C�e� are elements of K� , i.e., functions with values in D˚D�, and .C e/.�/, .C�e�/.�/ are
the values of these functions at � 2 T.

If we fix orthonormal bases in D and D�, then the k-th column of the matrix of C.�/ is defined as
.C�ek/.�/, where ek is the k-th vector in the orthonormal basis in D, and similarly for C�.

If M� is a model for a contraction T DT� with � being a strict contraction on DDCd, we can see from
(1-3) that dimDT D dimDT � D d , so we can always pick a characteristic function � 2H1.D!D�/

(i.e., with D� DDD Cd ).
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The following formula for the adjoint ˆ� of the Clark operator ˆ generalizes the “universal” represen-
tation theorem [Liaw and Treil 2016, Theorem 3.1] to higher-rank perturbations.

Theorem 2.4 (representation theorem). Let T be as defined in (1-2) with � being a strict contraction
and U DM� in H� L2.�IE/. Let � D �T be a characteristic function of T , and let K� and M� be the
corresponding model space and model operator.

Let C WD!DM�
and C� WD!DM�

�
be the parametrizing unitary operators1 that agree with Clark

model, i.e., such that (2-4) is satisfied for some Clark operator ˆ. And let C.z/ and C�.z/ be given by
(2-8) and (2-9), respectively.

Then the action of the adjoint Clark operator ˆ� is given by

.ˆ�hb/.z/D h.z/C�.z/B
�bC .C�.z/� zC.z//

Z
T

h.�/� h.z/

1� z N�
B�.�/b.�/ d�.�/ (2-10)

for any b 2 RanB and for all h 2 C 1.T/; here

B�.�/D

0BBB@
b1.�/

�

b2.�/
�

:::

bd .�/
�

1CCCA
and B�b D

R
T
B�.�/b.�/ d�.�/, as explained more thoroughly in the proof below.

Remark. The above theorem looks like abstract nonsense because right now it is not clear how to find
the parametrizing operators C and C� that agree with the Clark model. However, Theorem 4.2 below
gives an explicit formula for the characteristic function � (one of the representative in the equivalence
class), and Lemma 3.3 gives explicit formulas for C and C� in the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription that
agree with the Clark model for our � .

When d D 1 this formula agrees with the special case of the representation formula derived in [Liaw
and Treil 2016]. While some of the ideas of the following proof were originally developed there, the
current extension to rank-d perturbations requires several new ideas and a more abstract way of thinking.

Proof of Theorem 2.4. Recall that U DM� , so T DM� CB.� � ICd /B
�M� . The intertwining relation

ˆ�T DM�ˆ
� then can be rewritten as

ˆ�M� Cˆ
�B.� � ICd /B

�U Dˆ�T DM�ˆ
�
D ŒMzC .C�� �MzC /C

��ˆ�I (2-11)

here we used Lemma 2.3 to express the model operator in the right-hand side of (2-11).
By the commutation relations in (2-4), the term ˆ�B�B�U on the left-hand side of (2-11) cancels

with the term C��C
�ˆ� on the right-hand side of (2-11). Then (2-11) can be rewritten as

ˆ�M� DMzˆ
�
Cˆ�BICdB

�U �MzCC
�ˆ�

DMzˆ
�
C .C��MzC /B

�M� I (2-12)

the last identity holds because, by (2-4), we have ˆ�B D C� and C �ˆ� DB�U DB�M� .

1Note that here we set D� DD, which is possible because the dimensions of the defect spaces are equal.
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Right-multiplying (2-12) by M� and using (2-12) we get

ˆ�M 2
� DMzˆ

�M� C .C��MzC /B
�M 2

�

DM 2
zˆ
�
CMz.C��MzC /B

�M� C .C��MzC /B
�M 2

� :

Right-multiplying the above equation by M� and using (2-12) again we get the identity

ˆ�M n
� DM

n
z ˆ
�
C

nX
kD1

M k�1
z .C��MzC /B

�M n�kC1
�

; (2-13)

with nD 3. Right-multiplying by M� and applying (2-12) we get by induction that (2-13) holds for all
n� 0. (The case nD 0 trivially reads as ˆ� Dˆ�, and (2-12) is precisely the case nD 1.)

We now apply (2-13) to some b 2 RanB. By commutative diagram (2-3) we get ˆ�b D C�B�b, i.e.,
.ˆ�b/.z/D C�.z/B

�b. Using this identity we get

.ˆ�M n
� b/.z/D z

n.ˆ�b/.z/C

nX
kD1

zk�1.C�.z/� zC.z//B
�M n�kC1

�
b

D znC�.z/.B
�b/.z/C .C�.z/� zC.z//

nX
kD1

zk�1B�M n�kC1
�

b: (2-14)

To continue, we recall that B WCd !L2.�IE/ acts as multiplication by the matrix B.�/D .b1.�/; b2.�/;
: : : ; bd .�//, so its adjoint B� WH� L2.�IE/! Cd is given by

B�f D

Z
T

B�.�/f .�/ d�.�/ for f 2H;

where the integral can be expanded as

Z
T

B�.�/f .�/ d�.�/D

0BBB@
R

T
b1.�/

�f .�/ d�.�/R
T
b2.�/

�f .�/ d�.�/
:::R

T
bd .�/

�f .�/ d�.�/

1CCCA :
Using the sum of geometric progression formula we evaluate the sum in (2-14) to

nX
kD1

zk�1B�M n�kC1
�

b D

nX
kD1

zk�1
Z

T

�n�kC1B�.�/b.�/ d�.�/

D

Z
T

nX
kD1

zk�1�n�kC1B�.�/b.�/ d�.�/

D

Z
T

�n� zn

1� z N�
B�.�/b.�/ d�.�/: (2-15)

Thus, we have proved (2-10) for monomials h.�/ D �n, n � 0. And by the linearity of ˆ�, the
representation (2-10) holds for (analytic) polynomials h in �.
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The argument leading to the determination of the action of ˆ� on polynomials h in N� is similar. But
we found that the devil is in the details and therefore decided to include much of the argument.

First observe that the intertwining relation (2-2) is equivalent to M�
�
ˆ� D ˆ�T �. Recalling T � D

U �CU �B.���ICd /B
� and the resolution of the adjoint model operator M�

�
(see second statement of

Lemma 2.3), we obtain

M Nzˆ
�
C .C��� NzC�/C

�
�ˆ
�
DM��ˆ

�
Dˆ�T � Dˆ�U ��ˆ�U �B.��� ICd /B

�:

The terms involving �� on the left-hand side and the right-hand side cancel by the commutation
relations in (2-4) (actually by their adjoints). Now, rearrangement and another application of the adjoints
of the commutation relations in (2-4) yields

ˆ�M N� Dˆ
�U � DM Nzˆ

�
Cˆ�U �BICdB

�
� NzC�C

�
�ˆ
�
DM Nzˆ

�
C .C �M NzC�/B

�

DM Nzˆ
�
CM Nz.MzC �C�/B

�: (2-16)

In analogy to the above, we right-multiply (2-16) by M N� and apply (2-16) twice to obtain

ˆ�M 2
N�
DM 2

Nzˆ
�
C

2X
kD1

M k
Nz .MzC �C�/B

�M 2�k
N�

:

Inductively, we conclude

ˆ�M n
N�
DM n

Nz ˆ
�
�

nX
kD1

M k
Nz .C��MzC /B

�M n�k
N�

;

which differs in the exponents and in the sign from its counterpart expression in (2-13).
Through an application of this identity to b and by the commutative diagram (2-3), we see

.ˆ�M n
N�
b/.z/D Nzn.ˆ�b/.z/�

nX
kD1

Nzk.C�.z/� zC.z//B
�M n�k
N�

b

D NznC�.z/.B
�b/.z/� .C�.z/� zC.z//

nX
kD1

NzkB�M n�k
N�

b:

As in (2-15), but here with the geometric progression

�

nX
kD1

. Nz/k. N�/n�k D
. N�/n� . Nz/n

1� N�z
;

we can see (2-10) for monomials N�n, n 2 N. And by the linearity of ˆ�, we obtain the same formula
(2-10) for functions h that are polynomials in N� .

We have proved (2-10) for trigonometric polynomials f . The theorem now follows by a standard
approximation argument, developed in [Liaw and Treil 2009]. The application of this argument to the
current situation is a slight extension of the one used in [Liaw and Treil 2016]. Fix f 2 C 1.T/ and
let fpkg be a sequence of trigonometric polynomials with uniform-on-T approximations pk� f and
p0
k
� f 0. In particular, we have jp0

k
j is bounded (with bound independent of k) and pk! f as well as
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pkb! f b in L2.�IE/. Since ˆ� is a unitary operator, it is bounded and therefore we have convergence
on the left-hand side ˆ�pkb!ˆ�f b in K� .

To investigate convergence on the right-hand side, first recall that the model space is a subspace of the
weighted space L2.W ID�˚D/.

So convergence of the first term on the right-hand side happens, since pk� f and the operator norm
kC�B

�k D 1 implies pkC�.z/B�b D pkC�B�b! f C�B
�b D f C�.z/B

�b in K� .
Lastly, to see convergence of the second term on the right-hand side, consider auxiliary functions

fk WD f �pk . We have fk� 0 and f 0
k
� 0. Let I�;z � T denote the shortest arc connecting � and z.

Then by the intermediate value theorem

jfk.�/�fk.z/j � kf
0
kk1jI�;zj for all �; z 2 T:

By virtue of the geometric estimate jI�;zj � �
2
j� � zj, we obtainˇ̌̌̌

fk.�/�fk.z/

1� N�z

ˇ̌̌̌
�
�
2
kf 0kk1! 0 as k!1:

And since B� is bounded as a partial isometry, we conclude the componentwise uniform convergenceZ
pk.�/�pk.z/

1� N�z
B�.�/b.�/ d�.�/ �

Z
f .�/�f .z/

1� N�z
B�.�/b.�/ d�.�/; z 2 T:

By Lemma 3.4 below, the functions W 1=2C and W 1=2C� are bounded, and so is the function W 1=2C1,
C1.z/ WD C�.z/� zC.z/. That means the multiplication operator f 7! C1f is a bounded operator from
L2.D/ to L2.W ID�˚D/ (recall that in our case D D D� and we use D� here only for consistency
with the general model notation).

The uniform convergence implies the convergence in L2.D/, so the boundedness of the multiplication
by C1 implies the convergence in norm in the second term in the right-hand side of (2-10) (in the norm of
L2.W ID�˚D/). �

3. Model and agreement of operators

We want to explain how to get operators C and C� that agree with each other.
To do that we need to understand in more detail how the model is constructed, and what operator gives

the unitary equivalence of the function and its model.
Everything starts with the notion of unitary dilation. Recall that for a contraction T in a Hilbert

space H its unitary dilation is a unitary operator U on a bigger space H, H �H, such that for all n� 0

T n D PHUnjH : (3-1)

Taking the adjoint of this identity we immediately get

.T �/n D PHU�njH : (3-2)

A dilation is called minimal if it is impossible to replace U by its restriction to a reducing subspace and
still have the identities (3-1) and (3-2).
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The structure of minimal unitary dilations is well known.

Theorem 3.1 [Nikolski and Vasyunin 1998, Theorem 1.4; Nikolski 2002b, Theorem 1.1.16]. Let U W
H!H be a minimal unitary dilation of a contraction T . Then H can be decomposed as HDG�˚H˚G,
and with respect to this decomposition U can be represented as

U D

0@ E�� 0 0

DT �V
�
� T 0

�V T �V �� VDT E

1A ; (3-3)

where E WG!G and E� WG�!G� are pure isometries, V is a partial isometry with initial space DT
and final space ker E� and V� is a partial isometry with initial space DT � and final space ker E��.

Moreover, any minimal unitary dilation of T can be obtained this way. Namely if we pick auxiliary
Hilbert spacesG andG� and isometries E and E� there with dim ker E�DdimDT , dim ker E��DdimDT�
and then pick arbitrary partial isometries V and V� with initial and final spaces as above, then (3-3) will
give us a minimal unitary dilation of T.

The construction of the model then goes as follows. We take auxiliary Hilbert spaces D and D�,
dimD D dimDT , dimD� D dimDT�, and construct operators E and E� such that ker E� D D,
ker E�� DD�. We can do that by putting G D `2.D/D `2.ZCID/, and defining

E.x0; x1; x2; : : :/D .0; x0; x1; x2; : : :/; xk 2D;

and similarly for E�.
Picking arbitrary partial isometries V and V� with initial and final spaces as in (3-3), we get a minimal

unitary dilation U of T given by (3-3).

Remark. Above, we were speaking a bit informally, identifying x 2D with the sequence .x; 0; 0; 0; : : :/2
`2.D/, and x� 2D� with .x�; 0; 0; 0; : : :/ 2 `2.D/.

To be absolutely formal, we need to define canonical embeddings e WD! G D `2.D/, e� WD�!
G� D `

2.D�/ with

e.x/ WD .x; 0; 0; 0; : : :/; x 2D; (3-4)

e�.x�/ WD .x�; 0; 0; 0; : : :/; x 2D�: (3-5)

Then, picking arbitrary unitary operators V WDT !D, V� WDT � !D�, we rewrite (3-3) to define the
corresponding unitary dilation as

U D

0@ E�� 0 0

DT �V
�
� e
�
� T 0

�eV T �V �� e
�
� eVDT E

1A : (3-6)

The reason for being so formal is that if dimDT D dimDT � it is often convenient to put DDD�, but
we definitely want to be able to distinguish between the cases when D is identified with ker E and when
it is identified with ker E�.
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We then define functional embeddings � W L2.D/!H and �� W L2.D�/!H by

�

�X
k2Z

zkek

�
D

X
k2Z

Uke.ek/; ek 2D;

��

�X
k2Z

zkek

�
D

X
k2Z

UkC1e�.ek/; ek 2D�:

We refer the reader to [Nikolski and Vasyunin 1998, Section 1.6] or to [Nikolski 2002b, Section 1.2] for
the details. Note that there D and D� were abstract spaces, dimDD dim ker E� and dimD�D dim ker E��,
and the unitary operators v W D! ker E�, v� W D� ! ker E�� used in the formulas there are just the
canonical embeddings e and e� in our case.

Note that � and �� are isometries.
Note also that for k � 0

Uke.e/D Eke; e 2D;

U�ke�.e�/D Ek� e�; e� 2D�;
so

�.H 2.D//DG; ��.H
2
�.D�//DG�:

The characteristic function is then defined as follows. We consider the operator � D ���� W L
2.D/!

L2.D�/. It is easy to check that Mz� D �Mz , so � is multiplication by a function � 2 L1.D!D�/.
It is not hard to check that � is a contraction, so k�k1 � 1. Since

�.H 2.D//DG ?G� D ��.H
2
�.D�//;

we can conclude that � 2H1.D!D�/.
The characteristic function � D �T can be explicitly computed, see [Nikolski 2002b, Theorem 1.2.10],

�T .z/D V�.�T C zDT �.IH� zT
�/�1DT /V

�
jD; z 2 D: (3-7)

Note that the particular representation of � depends on the coordinate operators V and V� identifying
defect spaces DT and DT � with the abstract spaces D and D�.

To construct a model (more precisely its particular transcription), we need to construct a unitary map ‰
between the space H of the minimal unitary dilation U and its spectral representation.

Namely, we represent U as a multiplication operator in some subspace zKD zK� of L2.D�˚D/ or its
weighted version.

We need to construct a unitary operator ‰ WH! zK intertwining U and Mz on zK, i.e., such that

‰ U DMz‰: (3-8)

Note that if T is a completely nonunitary contraction, then �.L2.D//C��.L2.D�// is dense in H.
So, for ‰ to be unitary it is necessary and sufficient that ‰� acts isometrically on �.L2.D// and on

��.L
2.D�//, and that for all f 2 L2.D/, g 2 L2.D�/

.‰��f;‰��g/zK D .�f; ��g/H D .�f; g/L2.D�/I (3-9)

the last equality here is just the definition of � .
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Of course, we need ‰� to be onto, but that can be easily accomplished by restricting the target space zK
to Ran‰�.

Summing up, we have
H D G ˚ H ˚ G�??y‰� ??y‰�jG ??y‰�jH ??y‰�jG�
zK D G ˚ K� ˚ G�

3A. Pavlov transcription. Probably the easiest way to construct the model is to take zK to be the weighted
space L2.D�˚D; W /, where the weight W is picked to make the simplest operator ‰� an isometry,
and is given by

W.z/D

�
ID� �.z/

�.z/� ID

�
: (3-10)

Now the operator ‰� is defined on �.L2.D// and on ��.L2.D�// as

‰�
�X
k2Z

Uke.ek/
�
D

X
k2Z

zk
�
0

ek

�
; ek 2D;

‰�
�X
k2Z

Uke�.ek/
�
D

X
k2Z

zk�1
�
ek
0

�
; ek 2D�;

(3-11)

or equivalently

‰�.�f /D

�
0

f

�
; f 2 L2.D/;

‰�.��f /D

�
f

0

�
; f 2 L2.D�/:

The incoming and outgoing spaces G� D‰�G�, G D‰�G are given by

G� WD closzK

��
f

0

�
W f 2H 2

�.D�/

�
; G WD closzK

��
0

f

�
W f 2H 2.D/

�
;

and the model space KD K� is defined as

K� D zK	 .G�˚G/:

3B. Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription. This transcription appears when one tries to make the operator ‰�

act into a nonweighted space L2.D�˚D/. We make the action of the operator ‰� on ��.L2.D�// as
simple as possible,

‰�
�X
k2Z

Uke�.ek/
�
D

X
k2Z

zk�1
�
ek
0

�
; ek 2D�I (3-12)

this is exactly as in (3-11). The action of ‰� on �.L2.D// is defined as

‰�
�X
k2Z

Uke.ek/
�
D

X
k2Z

zk
�
�ek
�ek

�
; ek 2D; (3-13)
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where �.z/D .I � �.z/��.z//1=2. Then (3-12) and (3-13) can clearly be rewritten as

‰�.�f /D

�
�f

�f

�
; f 2 L2.D/; (3-14)

‰�.��f /D

�
f

0

�
; f 2 L2.D�/: (3-15)

Note, that � in the top entries in (3-13) and (3-14) is necessary to get (3-9); after (3-12), equivalently
(3-15), is chosen, one does not have any choice here. The term� in the bottom entries of (3-13) and (3-14)
is there to make ‰� act isometrically on �.L2.D//. There is some freedom here; one can left-multiply
� by any operator-valued function � such that �.z/ acts isometrically on Ran�.z/. However, picking
just � is the canonical choice for the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription, and we will follow it.

The incoming and outgoing spaces are given by

G� WD
�
H 2
�.D�/

0

�
; G WD

�
�

�

�
H 2.D/:

The model space is given by

K� WD
�

L2.D�/

clos�L2.D/

�
	 .G�˚G/D

�
H 2.D�/

clos�L2.D/

�
	

�
�

�

�
H 2.D/: (3-16)

Remark. While the orthogonal projection from�
L2.D�/

clos�L2.D/

�
to

�
L2.D�/

clos�L2.D/

�
	G�

is rather simple, the one from�
L2.D�/

clos�L2.D/

�
to

�
L2.D�/

clos�L2.D/

�
	G

involves the range of a Toeplitz operator.

3C. De Branges–Rovnyak transcription. This transcription looks very complicated, but its advantage
is that both coordinates are analytic functions. To describe this transcription, we use the auxiliary
weight W D W.z/ as in the Pavlov transcription; see (3-10). The model space is the subspace of
L2.D�˚D; W Œ�1�/, where for a self-adjoint operator A the symbol AŒ�1� denotes its Moore–Penrose
(pseudo)inverse, i.e., AŒ�1� D 0 on KerA and AŒ�1� is the left inverse of A on .KerA/?.

The operator ‰� WH! L2.D�˚D; W Œ�1�/ is defined by

‰�.�f /DW

�
0

f

�
D

�
�f

f

�
; f 2 L2.D/;

‰�.��f /DW

�
f

0

�
D

�
f

��f

�
; f 2 L2.D�/:
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The incoming and outgoing spaces are

G� WD
�
I

��

�
H 2.D�/; G WD

�
�

I

�
H 2.D/;

and the model space is defined as

K� WD
��
f

g

�
W f 2H 2.D�/; g 2H

2
�.D/; g� �

�f 2�L2.D/

�
I

see [Nikolski and Vasyunin 1998, Section 3.7] for the details (there is a typo in that paper; in the definition
of K� on p. 251 it should be f 2H 2.E�/, g 2H 2.E/).

3D. Parametrizing operators for the model, agreeing with coordinate operators. The parametrizing
operators that agree with the coordinate operators V and V� are described in the following lemma, which
holds for any transcription of the model.

Let T be a c.n.u. contraction, and let V WDT !D and V� WDT �!D� be coordinate operators for the
defect spaces of T. Let � D �T D �T;V;V� 2H

1.D!D�/ be the characteristic function of T, defined
by (3-7), and let M� be the corresponding model operator (in any transcription).

Recall that ‰ is a unitary operator intertwining the minimal unitary dilation U of T and the multi-
plication operator Mz in the corresponding function space; see (3-8). The operator ‰ determines the
transcription of the model, so for any particular transcription it is known.

Define
Qe WD‰�e; Qe� WD‰

�e�; (3-17)

where the embeddings e and e� are defined by (3-4), (3-5).

Lemma 3.2. Under the above assumptions the parametrizing operators C� WD�!DM�
�

and C WD!
DM�

given by
C�e� D .DM�

�
jDM�

�

/�1PK�Mz Qe�.e�/; e� 2D�; (3-18)

C e D .DM�
jDM�

/�1PK�M Nz Qe.e/; e 2D; (3-19)

agree with the coordinate operators V and V�.

Remark. It follows from (3-20) below thatPK�Mz Qe�.e�/2RanDM�
�

as well asPK�M Nz Qe.e/2RanDM�
,

so everything in (3-18), (3-19) is well defined.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Right- and left-multiplying (3-6) by ‰ and ‰� respectively, we get

‰�U‰ D

0B@ zE�� 0 0

DM�
�
C� Qe

�
� M� 0

�QeC �M�
�
C� Qe

�
� QeC

�DM�
zE

1CA ; (3-20)

where zE D‰�E‰, zE� D‰E�‰, C � D V ‰, C �� D V�‰, Qe D‰�e, Qe� D‰�e�.
The operators Qe and Qe� are the canonical embeddings of D and D� into G and G� that agree with the

canonical embeddings e and e�. The operators C and C� are the parametrizing operators for the defect
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spaces of the model operator M� that agree with the coordinate operators V and V� for the defect spaces
of the operator T.

In any particular transcription of the model, the operator ‰�U‰ is known (it is just the multiplication
by z in an appropriate function space), so we get from the decomposition (3-20)

DM�
�
C� Qe

�
� D PK�MzjG� ; DM�

C Qe� D PK�M NzjG� :

Right- and left-multiplying the first identity by e� and .DM�
�
jDM�

�

/�1 respectively, we get (3-18). Simi-
larly, to get (3-19) we just right- and left-multiply the second identity by e and .DM�

jDM�
/�1. �

Applying the above Lemma 3.2 to a particular transcription of the model, we can get more concrete
formulas for C , C� just in terms of the characteristic function � . For example, the following lemma gives
formulas for C and C� in the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription.

Lemma 3.3. Let T be a c.n.u. contraction, and let M� be its model in the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription,
with the characteristic function � D �T;V;V� , � 2H

1.D!D�/.
Then the maps C� WD�!DM�

�
and C WD!DM�

given by

C�e� D

�
I � �.z/��.0/

��.z/��.0/

�
.I � �.0/��.0//�1=2e�; e� 2D�; (3-21)

C e D

�
z�1.�.z/� �.0//

z�1�.z/

�
.I � ��.0/�.0//�1=2e; e 2D; (3-22)

agree with the coordinate operators V and V�.

Proof. To prove (3-21) we will use (3-18). It follows from (3-12) that

Qe�.e�/D z
�1

�
e�
0

�
;

so by (3-18)

C�e� D .I �M�M�� /j
�1=2
DM�

�

PK�

�
e�
0

�
; e� 2D�: (3-23)

It is not hard to show that

PK�

�
e�
0

�
D

�
I � ��.0/�

���.0/�

�
e�: (3-24)

One also can compute

.I �M�M�� /
�
f

g

�
D

�
I � ��.0/�

���.0/�

�
f .0/;

�
f

g

�
2 K� : (3-25)

Combining the above identities we get

.I �M�M�� /PK�

�
e�
0

�
D

�
I � ��.0/�

���.0/�

�
.e�� �.0/�

�.0/e�/: (3-26)

As we discussed above just after (3-19), PK�
�
e�
0

�
2 RanDM�

�
, so in (3-26) we can replace .I �M�M�� /

by its restriction onto DM�
�

.
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Applying .I �M�M�� /jDM�
�

to (3-26) (with .I �M�M�� / replaced by its restriction onto DM�
) and

using (3-25) we get

..I �M�M�� /jDM�
�

/2PK�

�
e�
0

�
D

�
I � ��.0/�

���.0/�

�
.ID� � �.0/�

�.0//2e�:

Applying .I �M�M�� /jDM�
�

to the above identity, and using again (3-25), we get by induction that

'..I �M�M�� /jDM�
�

/PK�

�
e�
0

�
D

�
I � ��.0/�

���.0/�

�
'.ID� � �.0/�

�.0//e� (3-27)

for any monomial ', '.x/D xn, n� 0 (the case nD 0 is just the identity (3-24)).
Linearity implies that (3-27) holds for any polynomial '. Using standard approximation reasoning

we get that ' in (3-27) can be any measurable function. In particular, we can take '.x/D x�1=2, which
together with (3-23) gives us (3-21).

To prove (3-22) we proceed similarly. Equation (3-13) implies

Qe.e/D

�
�

�

�
e;

so by (3-19)

C e D ..I �M��M� /jDM�
/�1=2PK�M Nz

�
�

�

�
e; e 2D: (3-28)

One can see that
PK�M Nz

�
�

�

�
e DM Nz

�
� � �.0/

�

�
e;

so
M�PK�M Nz

�
�

�

�
e D PK�

�
� � �.0/

�

�
e D�PK�

�
�.0/

0

�
e:

Combining this with (3-24), we get

M�PK�M Nz

�
�

�

�
e D

�
��.0/�� I

��.0/�

�
�.0/e:

Using the fact that

M��

�
f

g

�
DM Nz

�
f �f .0/

g

�
;

we arrive at
M��M�PK�M Nz

�
�

�

�
e DM Nz

�
� � �.0/

�

�
�.0/��.0/e;

so
.I �M��M� /PK�M Nz

�
�

�

�
e DM Nz

�
� � �.0/

�

�
.I � �.0/��.0//e:

Using the same reasoning as in the above proof of (3-21) we get

'..I �M��M� /jDM�
/PK�M Nz

�
�

�

�
e DM Nz

�
� � �.0/

�

�
'.I � �.0/��.0//e; (3-29)

first with ' being a polynomial, and then any measurable function.
Using (3-29) with '.x/D x�1=2 and taking (3-28) into account, we get (3-22). �
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3E. An auxiliary lemma. We already used, and we will also need later, the following simple lemma.

Lemma 3.4. Let M D M� be model operator on a model space K� � L2.W ID� ˚ D/, and let
C WD�!DM�

, C� WD!DM�
�

be bounded operators.
If C and C� are the operator-valued functions defined by

C.z/e D C e.z/; z 2 T; e 2D;

C�.z/e� D C�e�.z/; z 2 T; e� 2D�;

then the functions W 1=2C and W 1=2C � are bounded,

kW 1=2CkL1 D kC k; kW
1=2C�kL1 D kC�k:

Proof. It is well known and is not hard to show that if T is a contraction and U is its unitary dilation, then
the subspaces UnDT , n 2 Z (where recall DT is the defect space of T ) are mutually orthogonal, and
similarly for subspaces UnDT � , n 2 Z.

Therefore, the subspaces znDM, n 2 Z, are mutually orthogonal in L2.W ID�˚D/, and the same
holds for the subspaces znDM� , n 2 Z.

The subspaces znD� L2.TID/ are mutually orthogonal, and since

C.z/
X
n2Z

zn Of .n/D
X
n2Z

znCfn; Of .n/ 2D;

we conclude that the operator f 7! Cf is a bounded operator acting from L2.D/ to L2.W ID�˚D/,
and its norm is exactly kC k.

But that means the multiplication operator f 7!W 1=2f between the nonweighted spaces L2.D/ and
L2.D�˚D/ is bounded with the same norm, which immediately implies kW 1=2CkL1 D kC k.

The proof for C� follows similarly. �

4. Characteristic function

We now derive formulas for the (matrix-valued) characteristic function �� ; see Theorem 4.2 below.

4A. An inverse of a perturbation. We begin with an auxiliary result.

Lemma 4.1. Let D be an operator in an auxiliary Hilbert space R and let B;C W R ! H. Then
IH � CDB

� is invertible if and only if IR �DB�C is invertible, and if and only if IR � B�CD is
invertible.

Moreover, in this case

.IH�CDB
�/�1 D IHCC.IR�DB

�C/�1DB�

D IHCCD.IR�B
�CD/�1B�: (4-1)

We will apply this lemma for D W Cd ! Cd, so in this case the inversion of IH�CDB is reduced to
inverting a d � d matrix.
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This lemma can be obtained from the Woodbury inversion formula [1950], although formally in
[Woodbury 1950] only the matrix case was treated.

Proof of Lemma 4.1. First let us note that it is sufficient to prove the lemma with D D IR, because D can
be incorporated either into C or into B�.

One could guess the formula by writing the power series expansion of IH�CDB�, and we can get
the result for the case when the series converges. This method can be made rigorous for finite-rank
perturbations by considering the family .IH��CDB�/�1, � 2 C, and using analytic continuation.

However, the simplest way to prove the formula is just by performing multiplication,

.IH�CB
�/.IHCC.IR�B

�C/�1B�/D IH�CB
�
CC.IR�B

�C/�1B��CB�C.IR�B
�C/�1B�

D IHCC.�IR.IR�B
�C/CIR�B

�C/.IR�B
�C/�1B�

D IH:

Thus, when IR�B�C is invertible, the operator IHCC.IR�B�C/�1B� is the right inverse of IH�CB�.
To prove that it is also a left inverse we even do not need to perform the multiplication: we can just take
the adjoint of the above identity and then interchange B and C .

So, the invertibility of IR�B�C implies the invertibility of IH�CB� and the formula for the inverse.
To prove the “if and only if” statement we just need to change the roles of H and R and express, using
the just proved formula, the inverse of IR�B�C in terms of .IH�CB�/�1. �

4B. Computation of the characteristic function. We turn to computing the characteristic function of
T D U CB.� � ICd /B

�U, k�k< 1, where U is the multiplication operator M� in L2.�IE/.
We will use formula (3-7) with V DB�U, V� DB�, DDD� D Cd.
Let us first calculate for jzj< 1,

.IH� zT
�/�1 D

�
.IH� zU

�/
�
IH� z.IH� zU

�/�1U �B.��� ICd /B
�
���1

D
�
IH� z.IH� zU

�/�1U �B.��� ICd /B
�
��1

.IH� zU
�/�1

DWX.z/.IH� zU
�/�1:

To compute the inverse X.z/ we use Lemma 4.1 with z.IH � zU �/�1U �B instead of C , �� � ICd

instead of D and B instead of B . Together with the first identity in (4-1) we get

X.z/D IHC z.IH� zU
�/�1U �B.ICd � zDB

�.IH� zU
�/�1U �B/�1DB�; (4-2)

where D D ��� ICd .
Now, let us express zB�.IH�zU �/�1U �B as a Cauchy integral of some matrix-valued measure.

Recall thatU is a multiplication by the independent variable � in H�L2.�IE/ and that b1; b2; : : : ; bd 2H
denote the “columns” of B (i.e., bk D Bek , where e1; e2; : : : ; ed is the standard basis in Cd ), and
B.�/D .b1.�/; b2.�/; : : : ; bd .�// is the matrix with columns bk.�/. Then

b�j .ICd � zU
�/�1U �bk D

Z
T

N�

1� z N�
bj .�/

�bk.�/ d�.�/;
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so

zB�.IH� zU
�/�1U �B D

Z
T

z N�

1� z N�
M.�/ d�.�/DW C1ŒM��.z/DW F1.z/; (4-3)

where M is the matrix-valued function M.�/ D B.�/�B.�/, or equivalently Mj;k.�/ D bj .�/�bk.�/,
1� j; k � d .

Using (4-3) and denoting D WD ��� ICd we get from the above calculations that

.IH� zT
�/�1 D .IH� zU

�/�1C z.IH� zU
�/�1U �B.ICd �DF1.z//

�1DB�.IH� zU
�/�1:

Applying formula (3-7), with V D B�U, V� D B�, D D D� D Cd, we see that the characteristic
function is an analytic function � D �T whose values are bounded linear operators acting on D, defined
by the formula

�T .z/DB
�.�T C zDT �.IH� zT

�/�1DT /U
�BjD; z 2 D: (4-4)

We can see from (1-3) that the defect operators DT and DT � are given by

DT D U
�BD�B

�U; DT � DBD��B
�:

We can also see from (1-3) that the term �T in (4-4) contributes �� to the matrix �T . The rest can be
obtained from the above representation formula for .IH� zT �/�1. Thus, recalling the definition (4-3) of
C1M� we get, defining F1.z/ WD .C1M�/.z/, that

�T .z/D��CD��
�
F1.z/CF1.z/

�
ID� .�

�
� ID/F1.z/

��1
.��� ID/F1.z/

�
D�

D��CD��F1.z/
�
ID� .�

�
� ID/F1.z/

��1
D� :

In the above computation to compute X.z/ we can use the second formula in (4-1). We get instead of
(4-2) an alternative representation

X.z/D IHC z.IH� zU
�/�1U �BD

�
ID� zB

�.IH� zU
�/�1U �BD

��1
B�:

Repeating the same computations as above we get another formula for �T ,

�T .z/D��CD��
�
ID�F1.z/.�

�
� ID/

��1
F1.z/D� :

To summarize we have proved two representations of the characteristic operator-valued function.

Theorem 4.2. Let T D T� be the operator given in (1-3), with � being a strict contraction. Then the
characteristic function �T D �T� 2 H

1.D ! D�/, with coordinate operators V D B�U, V� D B�

(and with DDD� D Cd ), is given by

�T� .z/D��CD��F1.z/
�
ID� .�

�
� ID/F1.z/

��1
D�

D��CD��
�
ID�F1.z/.�

�
� ID/

��1
F1.z/D� ;

where F1.z/ is the matrix-valued function given by (4-3).
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In these formulas, the inverse is taken of a d � d matrix-valued function, which is much simpler than
computing the inverse in (4-4).

4C. Characteristic function and the Cauchy integrals of matrix-valued measures. For a (possibly
complex-valued) measure � on T and z … T, define the Cauchy-type transforms C, C1 and C2,

C�.z/ WD
Z

T

d�.�/

1� N�z
; C1�.z/ WD

Z
T

N�z d�.�/

1� N�z
; C2�.z/ WD

Z
T

1C N�z

1� N�z
d�.�/:

Performing the Cauchy transforms componentwise we can define them for matrix-valued measures as
well.

Thus F1 from the above Theorem 4.2 is given by F1D C1ŒM��, whereM.�/DB�.�/B.�/. We would
like to give the representation of �T� in terms of function F2 WD C2ŒM��.

Slightly abusing notation we will write �� instead of �T� .

Corollary 4.3. For �0 WD �T0 we have

�0.z/D F1.z/.I CF1.z//
�1
D .I CF1.z//

�1F1.z/ (4-5)

D .F2.z/� I/.F2.z/C I/
�1
D .F2.z/C I/

�1.F2.z/� I/: (4-6)

Proof. The identity (4-5) is a direct application of Theorem 4.2. The identity (4-6) follows immediately
from the trivial relation

F2.z/D

Z
T

M d�C 2F1.z/D IDC 2F1.z/I

the equality
R

T
M d�D ID D ICd is just a restatement of the fact that the functions b1; b2; : : : ; bd form

an orthonormal basis in H. �

5. Relations between characteristic functions ��

5A. Characteristic functions and linear fractional transformations. When d D 1, it is known that the
characteristic functions are related by a linear fractional transformation

� .z/D
�0.z/� 

1� N�0.z/
I

see [Liaw and Treil 2016, equation (2.9)].
It turns out that a similar formula holds for finite-rank perturbations.

Theorem 5.1. Let T be the operator given in (1-3), with � being a strict contraction. Then the character-
istic functions �� WD �T� and �0 D �T0 are related via linear fractional transformation,

�� DD
�1
�� .�0��/.ID��

��0/
�1D� DD��.ID� �0�

�/�1.�0��/D
�1
� :

Remark. At first sight, this formula looks like a formula in [Nikolski and Vasyunin 1998, p. 234].
However, their result expresses the characteristic function in terms of a linear fractional transformation
in T, whereas, here we have a linear fractional transformation in �.
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Theorem 5.2. Under assumptions of the above Theorem 5.1

�0 DD��.I C ���
�/�1.�� C�/D

�1
� DD

�1
�� .�� C�/.I C�

���/
�1D� :

To prove Theorem 5.1 we start with the following simpler statement.

Proposition 5.3. The matrix-valued characteristic functions �� and �0 are related via

�� D��CD���0.ID��
��0/

�1D� D��CD��.ID� �0�
�/�1�0D� :

Proof. Solving (4-5) for F1 we get

F1.z/D �0.z/ŒI � �0.z/�
�1:

Substituting this expression into the formula for the characteristic function from Theorem 4.2, we see that

�� D��CD���0ŒID� �0�
�1
fID� .�

�
� ID/�0ŒID� �0�

�1
g
�1D� : (5-1)

We manipulate the term inside the curly brackets

ID� .�
�
� ID/�0ŒID� �0�

�1
D .ID� �0� .�

�
� ID/�0/ŒID� �0�

�1

D .ID��
��0/ŒID� �0�

�1;

so that
fID� .�

�
� ID/�0ŒID� �0�

�1
g
�1
D ŒID� �0�.ID��

��0/
�1:

Substituting this back into (5-1), we get the first equation in the proposition.
The second equation is obtained similarly. �

Lemma 5.4. For k�k< 1 we have for all ˛ 2 R

D˛��� D �D
˛
� ; (5-2)

D˛��
�
D ��D˛�� ; (5-3)

where, recall D� WD .I ����/1=2, D�� WD .I ����/1=2 are the defect operators.

Proof. Let us prove (5-2). It is trivially true for ˛ D 2, and by induction we get that it is true for ˛ D 2n,
n 2 N. Since k�k< 1, the spectrum of D� lies in the interval Œa; 1�, aD .1�k�k2/1=2 > 0.

Approximating '.x/D x˛ uniformly on Œa; 1� by polynomials of x2 we get (5-2).
Applying (5-2) to �� we get (5-3). �

Proof of Theorem 5.1. From (5-2) we get D�1���D
�1
� DD

�2
���, so

�� D��CD���0.ID��
��0/

�1D�

DD�� Œ�D
�2
���C �0.ID��

��0/
�1�D�

DD�1�� Œ��CD
2
���0.ID��

��0/
�1�D�

DD�1�� Œ��.ID��
��0/C .I ���

�/�0�.ID��
��0/

�1D�

DD�1�� Œ��C �0�.ID��
��0/

�1D� ;

which is exactly the first identity.
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The second identity is obtained similarly, using the formula D�1���D
�1
� D �D

�2
� and taking the factor

.ID��
��0/

�1 out of brackets on the left. �

Proof of Theorem 5.2. Right-multiplying the first identity in Theorem 5.1 by D�1� .I ����0/ we get

��D
�1
� � ��D

�1
� ���0 DD

�1
���0�D

�1
���:

Using identities D�1��� D �D
�1
� and D�1� �� D ��D�1�� , see Lemma 5.4, we rewrite the above equality

as
��D

�1
� C�D

�1
� D ���

�D�1���0CD
�1
���0:

Right-multiplying both sides by D��.����C I/�1 we get the first equality in the theorem.
The second one is proved similarly. �

5B. The defect functions�� and relations between them. Recall that every strict contraction � yields a
characteristic matrix-valued function �� through association with the c.n.u. contraction U� . The definition
of the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, model space, see, e.g., formula (3-16), reveals immediately that the defect functions
�� D .I � �

�
���/

1=2 are central objects in model theory. We express the defect function �� in terms of
�0 (and � and �0).

Theorem 5.5. The defect functions of �� and �0 are related by

�2� DD�.I � �
�
0 �/

�1�20.I ��
��0/

�1D� :

Proof. By Theorem 5.1
�� DD

�1
�� .�0��/.ID��

��0/
�1D� ;

so ����� D A
�BA, where

AD .I ����0/D� ; B D .��0 ��
�/D�2��.�0��/:

Then �� D I � ����� D A
�XA, where

X D .A�/�1A�1�B D .I � ��0 �/D
�2
� .I ����0/� .�

�
0 ��

�/D�2��.�0��/

DD�2� � �
�
0 �D

�2
� �D

�2
� ���0C �

�
0 �D

�2
� ���0� �

�
0 D
�2
���0C�

�D�2���0C �
�
0 D
�2
��� ��

�D�2���:

It follows from Lemma 5.4 that D�2� �� D ��D�2�� and that ��D�2� DD
�2
���, so in the above identity

we have cancellation of nonsymmetric terms,

���0 �D
�2
� �D

�2
� ���0C�

�D�2���0C �
�
0 D
�2
��� D 0:

Therefore
X DD�2� C �

�
0 �D

�2
� ���0� �

�
0 D
�2
���0��

�D�2���

DD�2� C �
�
0 D
�2
����

��0� �
�
0 D
�2
���0�D

�2
� ���

DD�2� .I ����/C ��0 D
�2
� .��� � I/�0 D I � �

�
0 �0 D�0:

Thus we get �� D A��0A, which is exactly the conclusion of the theorem. �
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5C. Multiplicity of the absolutely continuous spectrum. It is well known that the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, model
space reduces to the familiar one-story setting with K� DH 2.D�/	�H

2.D/ when � is inner. Indeed, for
inner � the nontangential boundary values of the defect �.�/D .I ���.�/�.�//1=2D 0 for Lebesgue a.e.
� 2 T. So, the second component of the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, model space collapses completely.

Here we provide a finer result that reveals the matrix-valued weight function and the multiplicity of
U ’s absolutely continuous part.

Before we formulate the statement, we recall some terminology. First, we Lebesgue decompose the
(scalar) measure d�D d�acC d�sing. The absolutely continuous part of U is unitarily equivalent to the
multiplication by the independent variable � on the von Neumann direct integral Hac D

R˚
T
E.�/ d�ac.�/.

Note that the dimension of E.�/ is the multiplicity function of the spectrum.
Let w denote the density of the absolutely continuous part of �, i.e., d�ac.�/D w.�/ dm.�/. Then

the matrix-valued function � 7! B�.�/B.�/w.�/ is the absolutely continuous part of the matrix-valued
measure B�B�.

Theorem 5.6. The defect function �0 of �0 and the absolutely continuous part B�Bw of the matrix-
valued measure B�B� are related by

.I � ��0 .�//B
�.�/B.�/w.�/.I � �0.�//D .�0.�//

2 (5-4)

for Lebesgue a.e. � 2 T.
The function I � �0 is invertible a.e. on T, so the multiplicity of the absolutely continuous part of � is

given by
dimE.�/D rank.I � ��0 .�/�0.�//D rank40.�/; (5-5)

of course, with respect to Lebesgue a.e. � 2 T.

Combining (5-5) with Theorem 5.5 we obtain:

Corollary 5.7. For Lebesgue a.e. � 2 T we have dimE.�/D rank4�.�/ for all strict contractions �.

Another immediate consequence is the following:

Corollary 5.8. The operator U has no absolutely continuous part on a Borel set B � T if and only if
�0.�/ (or, equivalently, ��.�/ for all strict contractions �) is unitary for Lebesgue a.e. � 2 B .

This corollary is closely related to the main result of [Douglas and Liaw 2013, Theorem 3.1]. Interest-
ingly, it appears that their proof of that result cannot be refined to yield our current result (Theorem 5.6).

Corollary 5.9. In particular, we confirm that the following are equivalent:

(i) U is purely singular.

(ii) ��.�/ is inner for one (equivalently any) strict contraction �.

(iii) �� � 0 for one (equivalently any) strict contraction �.

(iv) The second story of the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, model space collapses (and we are dealing with the model
space K�� DH

2.Cd /	 ��H
2.Cd / for one (equivalently any) strict contraction �).
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Proof of Theorem 5.6. Take � � 0. Solving (4-6) for F2 we see

F2.z/D ŒI C �0.z/�ŒI � �0.z/�
�1:

Let P.B�B�/ denote the Poisson extension of the matrix-valued measure B�B� to the unit disc D.
Since F2 D C2B�B�, we can see that P.B�B�/D ReF2 on D, so

P.B�B�/D ReF2 D ReŒ.I C �0/.I � �0/
�1�:

Standard computations yield

P.B�B�/D ReŒ.I C �0/.I � �0/
�1�D 1

2
Œ.I C �0/.I � �0/

�1
C .I � ��0 /

�1.I C ��0 /�

D
1
2
.I � ��0 /

�1Œ.I � ��0 /.I C �0/C .I C �
�
0 /.I � �0/�.I � �0/

�1

D
1
2
.I � ��0 /

�1ŒI � ��0 �0�.I � �0/
�1
D .I � ��0 /

�1 ReŒI � ��0 �0�.I � �0/
�1

D .I � ��0 /
�1ŒI � ��0 �0�.I � �0/

�1

on D. Note that for any characteristic function � and z 2 D the matrix �.z/ is a strict contraction, so in
our case I � �0 is invertible on D, and all computations are justified.

We can rewrite the above identity as

.I � �0/
�P.B�B�/.I � �0/D I � �

�
0 �0;

and taking the nontangential boundary values we get (5-4). Here we used the Fatou lemma, see, e.g.,
[Nikolski 2002a, Theorem 3.11.7], which says that for a complex measure � the nontangential boundary
values of its Poisson extension P� coincide a.e. with the density of the absolutely continuous part of � ;
applying this lemma entrywise we get what we need in the left-hand side.

To see that the boundary values of I � �0 are invertible a.e. on T we notice that z 7! det.I � �0.z// is
a bounded analytic function on D, so its boundary values are nonzero a.e. on T. �

6. What is wrong with the universal representation formula and what to do about it?

There are several things that are not completely satisfactory with the universal representation formula
given by Theorem 2.4.

First of all, it is defined only on functions of form hb, where h2C 1 is a scalar function and b 2RanB.
Of course, one can then define it on a dense set, for example on the dense set of linear combinations
f D

P
k hk; bk , where bk are columns of the matrix B , bk D Bek , and hk 2 C 1.T/. But the use

of functions b (or bk) in the representation is a bit bothersome, especially taking into account that the
representation f D

P
k hkbk is not always unique. So, it would be a good idea to get rid of the function b.

The second thing is that while the representation formula looks like a singular integral operator (Cauchy
transform), it is not represented as a classical singular integral operator, so it is not especially clear if the
(well-developed) theory of such operators applies in our case. So, we would like to represent the operator
in more classical way.
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Defining C1.z/ WD C�.z/� zC.z/ and using the formal Cauchy-type expression

.T B
��f /.z/D

Z
T

1

1� z N�
B�.�/f .�/ d�.�/;

we can, performing formal algebraic manipulations, rewrite (2-10) as

.ˆ�hb/.z/D C1.z/.T
B��hb/.z/C h.z/ŒC�.z/B

�b�C1.z/.T
B��b/.z/�; z 2 T: (6-1)

So, is it possible to turn these formal manipulations into meaningful mathematics? And the answer is
“yes”: the formula (6-1) gives the representation of ˆ� if one interprets T B

��f as the boundary values
of the Cauchy transform CŒB�f��.z/, z … T; see the definition in the next section.

In the next section (Section 7) we present necessary facts about the (vector-valued) Cauchy transform
and its regularization that will allow us to interpret and justify the formal expression (6-1). We will
complete this justification in Section 8; see (8-12). This representation is a universal one, meaning that it
works in any transcription of the model, but still involves the function b 2 RanB.

The function b is kind of eliminated in Proposition 8.4 below, and as it is usually happens in the theory
of singular integral operators, the operator ˆ� splits into the singular integral part (weighted boundary
values of the Cauchy transform) and the multiplication part. The function b becomes hidden in the
multiplication part, and at first glance it is not clear why this part is well-defined.

Thus the representation given by Proposition 8.4 is still not completely satisfactory (the price one pays
for the universality), but it is a step towards obtaining a nice representation for a fixed transcription of a
model. Thus we were able to obtain a precise and unambiguous representation ofˆ� in the Sz.-Nagy–Foias,
transcription; see Theorem 8.1 which is the main result of Section 8.

7. Singular integral operators

7A. Cauchy-type integrals. For a finite (signed or even complex-valued) measure � on T, its Cauchy
transform C� is defined as

C�.z/D CŒ��.z/D
Z

T

d�.�/

1� N�z
; z 2 C nT:

It is a classical fact that C�.z/ has nontangential boundary values a.e. on T as z ! z0 2 T from the
inside and from the outside of the disc D. So, given a finite positive Borel measure � one can define
operators T �

˙
from L1.�IE/ to the space of measurable functions on T as the nontangential boundary

values from inside and outside of the unit disc D,

.T
�
C
f /.z0/D n.t.- lim

z!z0
z2D

CŒf��.z/; .T �� f /.z0/D n.t.- lim
z!z0
z…D

CŒf��.z/:

One can also define the regularized operators T �r , r 2 .0;1/ n f1g, and the restriction of CŒf�� to the
circle of radius r ,

T �r f .z/D CŒf��.rz/:
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Everything can be extended to the case of vector- and matrix-valued measures; there are some technical
details that should be taken care of in the infinite-dimensional case, but in our case everything is finite-
dimensional (dimE � d <1), so the generalization is pretty straightforward.

So, given a (finite, positive) scalar measure � and a matrix-valued function B� (with entries in L2.�/)
and vector-valued function f 2 L2.�IE/ we can define T B

��
˙

f and T B
��

r f as the nontangential
boundary values and the restriction to the circle of radius r respectively of the Cauchy transform
CŒB�f��.z/. Modulo slight abuse of notation this notation agrees with the accepted notation for the
scalar case.

In what follows the function B� will be the function B� from Theorem 2.4.

7B. Uniform boundedness of the boundary Cauchy operator and its regularization. For a finite Borel
measure � on T and n 2 Z define

Pn�.z/D

�Pn
kD0 O�.k/z

k; n� 0;P�1
kDn O�.k/z

k; n < 0I

here O�.k/ is the Fourier coefficient of �, O�.k/D
R

T
��k d�.�/.

Recall that C1.z/ WD C�.z/� zC.z/, where C� and C are from Theorem 2.4.
Recall that if W is a matrix-valued weight (i.e., a function whose values W.�/ are positive semidefinite

operators on a finite-dimensional space H ), then the norm in the weighted space L2.W IH/ is defined as

kf k2
L2.W IH/

D

Z
T

.W.�/f .�/; f .�//H dm.�/:

We are working with the model space K� which is a subspace of a weighted space L2.W ID�˚D/

(the weight could be trivial, W � I , as in the case of Sz.-Nagy–Foias, model).
Define zC1 WDW 1=2C1. The function zC �1 zC1 is a matrix-valued weight, whose values are operators on

D�˚D, so we can define the weighted space L2. zC �1 zC1/D L
2. zC �1

zC1ID�˚D/. Note that

kf k
L2. zC�1

zC1/
D k zC1f kL2.D�˚D/ D kC1f kL2.W ID�˚D/:

Lemma 7.1. The operators PB
��

n WH� L2.�IE/! L2. zC �1
zC1ID�˚D/ defined by

PB
��

n f WD Pn.B
�f�/; n 2 Z;

are bounded uniformly in n with norm at most 2; i.e.,

k zC1Pn.B
��f /kL2.D�˚D/ � 2kf kL2.�IE/:

Proof. The columns bk ofB are in H�L2.�IE/, soB�f�2L1.�ID/, and therefore the operatorsPB
��

n

are bounded operators H ! L2.D/. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that k zC1k1 � 2, so the operators
f 7! zC1P

B��
n f are bounded operators H!L2.D�˚D/ (notice that we do not claim the uniform-in-n

bound here). Therefore, it is sufficient to check the uniform boundedness on a dense set.
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Take f Dhb, where b2RanB and h2C 1.T/ is scalar-valued. Then for n2Z we have by Theorem 2.4

ˆ�f � znˆ�. N�nf /D C1.z/

Z
T

h.�/� h.z/

1� N�z
B�b d�.�/� znC1.z/

Z
T

N�nh.�/� Nznh.z/

1� N�z
B�b d�.�/

D C1.z/

Z
T

1� . N�z/n

1� N�z
B�hb d�.�/:

Expressing .1� . N�z/n/=.1� N�z/ as a sum of geometric series we get that for f D hb, h 2 C1.T/,

ˆ�f � znˆ�. N�nf /D

�
C1Pn�1.B

�f�/; n� 1;

�C1Pn.B
�f�/; n < 0:

By linearity the above identity holds for a dense set of linear combinations f D
P
k hkbk , hk 2 C 1.T/.

The operators ˆ� WH! K� � L2.W ID�˚D/ are bounded (unitary) operators, so the desired estimate
holds on the above dense set. �

For a measure � on T let Tr� be the restriction of the Cauchy transform of � to the circle of radius r¤ 1,

Tr�.z/D

Z
T

d�.�/

1� r N�z
; z 2 T:

Define operators T B
��

r on L2.�IE/ as

T B
��

r f D Tr.B
�f�/:

The lemma below is an immediate corollary of the above Lemma 7.1.

Lemma 7.2. The operators T B
��

r WH� L2.�IE/! L2. zC �1
zC1ID�˚D/ are bounded uniformly in r

with norm at most 2; i.e.,

k zC1T
B��
r f kL2.D�˚D/ � 2kf kL2.�IE/:

Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 7.1, since the operators T B
��

r can be represented as
averages of operators PB

��
n ,

T B
��

r D

�P1
nD0.r

n� rnC1/P
B��
n ; 0 < r < 1;P1

nD1.r
�nC1� r�n/P

B��
�n ; r > 1: �

Using uniform boundedness of the operators zC1T
B��
r (Lemma 7.2) and existence of nontangential

boundary values T B
��
˙

f we can get the convergence of operators zC1T
B��
r in the weak operator topology.

Proposition 7.3. The operators zC1T
B��
˙

WH� L2.�IE/! L2.W ID�˚D/ are bounded and

C1T
B��
˙

D w.o.t.- lim
r!1�

C1T
B��
r :

Proof. We want to show that for any f 2H� L2.�IE/

C1T
B��
˙

f D w- lim
r!1�

C1T
B��
r f;
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where the limit is in the weak topology of L2.W ID�˚D/. This is equivalent to

zC1T
B��
˙

f D w- lim
r!1�

zC1T
B��
r f;

with the limit being in the weak topology of L2.D�˚D/.
Let us prove this identity for zC1T

B��
C

f . Assume that for some f 2 L2.�IE/

zC1T
B��
C

f ¤ w- lim
r!1�

zC1T
B��
r f:

Then for some h 2 L2.D�˚D/

. zC1T
B��
r f; h/L2.D�˚D/¹ . zC1T

B��
C

f; h/L2.D�˚D/ as r! 1�; (7-1)

so there exists a sequence rk% 1 such that

lim
k!1

. zC1T
B��
rk

f; h/L2.D�˚D/ ¤ .
zC1T

B��
C

f; h/L2.D�˚D/I

note that taking a subsequence we can assume without loss of generality that the limit in the left-hand
side exists.

Taking a subsequence again, we can assume without loss of generality that zC1T
B��
rk f ! g in the

weak topology, and (7-1) implies g ¤ zC1T
B��
C

f .
The existence of nontangential boundary values and the definition of T B

��
C

implies zC1T
B��
rk f !

zC1T
B��
C

f a.e. on T. But as [Liaw and Treil 2009, Lemma 3.3] asserts, if fn! f a.e. and fn! g in
the weak topology of L2, then f D g, so we arrive at a contradiction.

Note, that in [Liaw and Treil 2009, Lemma 3.3] everything was stated for scalar functions, but applying
this scalar lemma componentwise we immediately get the same result for L2.�IE/ with values in a
separable Hilbert space. �

8. Adjoint Clark operator in Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription

The main result of this section is Theorem 8.1 below, giving a formula for the adjoint Clark operator ˆ�.
Denote by F the Cauchy transform of the matrix-valued measure B�B�,

F.z/D CŒB�B��.z/D
Z

T

1

1� z N�
B�.�/B.�/ d�.�/; z 2 D; (8-1)

and let us use the same symbol for its nontangential boundary values, which exist a.e. on T. Using the
operator T B

��
C

introduced in the previous section, we give the following formula for ˆ�.

Theorem 8.1. The adjoint Clark operator in Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription reduces to

ˆ�f D

�
0

‰2

�
f C

�
.I C ���

�/D�1��F
�1

��D
�1
� .��� I/

�
T
B��
C

f; f 2H; (8-2)
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with ‰2.z/D z‰2.z/R.z/, where

z‰2.z/D��D
�1
� .��C .I ���/F.z//

D��D
�1
� .I ����0.z//F.z/ a.e. on T; (8-3)

and R is a measurable right inverse for the matrix-valued function B .

Remark. When d D 1, this result reduces to [Liaw and Treil 2016, equation (4.5)].

Remark 8.2. As one should expect, the matrix-valued function ‰2 does not depend on the choice of the
right inverse R. To prove this, it is sufficient to show that kerB.z/� ker z‰2.z/ a.e., which follows from
the proposition below.

Proposition 8.3. For z‰2 defined above in (8-16) and w being the density of �ac we have

z‰2.�/
� z‰2.�/D F.�/

��0.�/
2F.�/D B.�/�B.�/w.�/ �ac-a.e., (8-4)

and so
‰2.�/

�‰2.�/D w.�/IE.�/ �ac-a.e. (8-5)

Proof. Since ‰2 D z‰2R, (8-5) follows immediately from (8-4).
To prove (8-4), consider first the case, � D 0. In this case z‰ D�0F, so

z‰�2
z‰2 D F

��20F D .I � �
�
0 /
�1�20.I � �0/

�1

D B�Bw by (5-4). (8-6)

Consider now the case of general �. We get

z‰�2
z‰2 D F

�.I � ��0 �/D
�1
� �2�D

�1
� .I ����0/F

D F ��20F by Theorem 5.5

D B�Bw by (8-6). �

8A. A preliminary formula. We start proving Theorem 8.1 by first proving this preliminary result,
which holds for any transcription of the model. Below, the matrix-valued functions C� and C are from
Theorem 2.4, and C1.z/ WD C�.z/� zC.z/.

Proposition 8.4. The adjoint Clark operator is represented for f 2H� L2.�IE/ by

.ˆ�f /.z/D C1.z/.T
B��
˙

f /.z/C‰˙.z/f .z/; z 2 T; (8-7)

where the matrix-functions ‰˙, ‰˙.z/ WE.z/! C2d DD�˚D are defined via the identities

‰˙.z/b.z/ WD C�.z/B
�b�C1.z/.T

B��
˙

b/.z/; b 2 RanBI (8-8)

here two choices of sign (the same sign for all terms) give two different representation formulas.

Remark. When d D 1 and b � 1 this alternative representation formula reduces to a formula that occurs
in the proof of [Liaw and Treil 2016, Theorem 4.7].
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Remark. It is clear that relations (8-8) with bD bk , kD 1; 2; : : : ; d , completely define the matrix-valued
function ‰. However, it is not immediately clear that such a function ‰ exists; the existence of ‰ will be
shown in the proof.

Recalling the definition (8-1) of the function F, we can see that ‰.z/bk.z/ can be given as the
(nontangential) boundary values of the vector-valued function

C�.z/ek �C1.z/F.z/ek; z 2 D; (8-9)

where e1; e2; : : : ; ed is the standard orthonormal basis in Cd.

Proof of Proposition 8.4. Let us first show the result for functions of the form f D hb 2L2.�IE/, where
b 2 RanB and h is a scalar function. We want to show that

.ˆ�hb/.z/D C1.z/.T
B��
˙

hb/.z/C h.z/ ˙b .z/; z 2 T; (8-10)

where
 ˙b .z/ WD C�.z/B

�b�C1.z/.T
B��
˙

b/.z/:

First note that (2-10) implies that for b 2 RanB

ˆ�b.z/D C�.z/B
�b:

Observe that for (scalar) h 2 C 1 we have uniform-on-z convergence, z 2 T, as r! 1�:Z
T

h.�/� h.z/

1� rz N�
B�.�/b.�/ d�.�/�

Z
T

h.�/� h.z/

1� z N�
B�.�/b.�/ d�.�/: (8-11)

Multiplying both sides by C1.z/we get in the left-hand side C1.z/.T
B��
r hb/.z/�h.z/C1.z/.T

B��
r b/.z/,

and in the right-hand side the part with the integral in the representation (2-10).
Recall that the model space K�� is a subspace of a weighted space L2.W;D� ˚ D/. Uniform

convergence in (8-11) implies the convergence in L2.D�˚D/, and by Lemma 3.4 the multiplications by
C� and C1 are bounded operators from L2.D/ to L2.W ID�˚D/. Thus (because h is bounded)

hC�B
�bCC1T

B��
r hb� hC1T

B��
r b!ˆ�hb

as r! 1� in the norm of L2.W ID�˚D/. By Proposition 7.3, C1T
B��
r ! C1T

B��
˙

in weak operator
topology as r! 1�, so

ˆ�hb D C1T
B��
˙

hbC hC�B
�b� hC1T

B��
˙

b; (8-12)

which immediately implies (8-10). Thus, (8-10) is proved for h 2 C 1.T/.
To get (8-12), and so (8-10) for general h such that hb 2L2.�IE/ (recall that b 2 RanB), we use the

standard approximation argument: the operators ˆ�; C1T
B��
˙

WH! L2.W ID�˚D/ are bounded, and
therefore for a fixed b 2 RanB the operators hb 7! h ˙

b
(which are defined initially on a submanifold

of H consisting of functions of the form hb, h 2 C 1.T/) are bounded (as a difference of two bounded
operators). Approximating in L2.�IE/ the function hb by functions hnb, hn 2C 1.T/ we get (8-12) and
(8-10) for general h.
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Let us now prove the existence of ‰. Consider the (bounded) linear operator ˆ��C1T B
��. We know

that for f D hb 2 L2.�IE/ with b 2 RanB and scalar h

.ˆ��C1T
B��
˙

/hb D h ˙b ;

so on functions f D hb the operators ˆ��C1T
B��
˙

intertwine the multiplication operators M� and Mz .
Since linear combinations of functions hkbk are dense in H, we conclude that the operatorsˆ��C1T

B��
˙

intertwine M� and Mz on all H, and so these operators are the multiplications by some matrix func-
tions ‰˙.

Using (8-12) with hD 1 we can see that

‰˙b Dˆ
�b�C1T

B��
˙

b D C�B
�b�C1T

B��
˙

b;

so ‰˙ are defined exactly as stated in the proposition. �

8B. Some calculations. Let us start with writing more-detailed formulas for the matrix functions C�
and C1 from Proposition 8.4.

Lemma 8.5. We have

C�.z/D

�
I C ��.z/�

�

��.z/�
�

�
D�1�� ; C1.z/D

�
I

0

�
D�1�� .I ��/C

�
��.z/

��.z/

�
D�1� .��� I/:

Proof. The formula for C�.z/ is just (3-21) and the identity ��.0/D��. Similarly, equation (3-22) gives
us

C.z/D

�
z�1.��.z/C�/

z�1��.z/

�
D�1� :

Substituting these expressions into C1.z/D C�.z/� zC.z/ and applying the commutation relations from
Lemma 5.4 we see

C1.z/D

�
D�1�� C ���

�D�1�� � ��D
�1
� ��D

�1
�

���
�D�1�� ���D

�1
�

�
D

�
D�1�� C ��D

�1
� ��� ��D

�1
� �D

�1
���

��D
�1
� �����D

�1
�

�
D

�
D�1�� .I ��/C ��D

�1
� .��� I/

��D
�1
� .��� I/

�
D

�
I

0

�
D�1�� .I ��/C

�
��
��

�
D�1� .��� I/;

and the second statement in the lemma is verified. �

Recall that F.z/, z 2 D, is the matrix-valued Cauchy transform of the measure B�B�, see (8-1), and
that for z 2 T the symbol F.z/ denotes the nontangential boundary values of F. We need the following
simple relations between F and �0.
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Lemma 8.6. For all z 2 D and a.e. on T

F.z/D .I � �0.z//
�1
I

note that for all z 2 D the matrix �0.z/ is a strict contraction, so I � �0.z/ is invertible.

Proof. Recall that the function F1 was defined by F1.z/D C1ŒB�B��.z/. Since F.z/D I CF1.z/, we
get from (4-5) that

�0.z/D F1.z/.I CF1.z//
�1
D .F.z/� I/F.z/�1:

Solving for F we get the conclusion of the lemma. �

8C. Proof of Theorem 8.1. Let us first prove the second identity in (8-3). Using the identity F D
.I � �0/

�1 we compute

��C .I ���/F D .��.I � �0/C I ��
�/F D .I ����0/F;

which is exactly what we need.
We now prove that‰ from Proposition 8.4 is given by‰D

� 0
‰2

�
, with‰2 defined above in Theorem 8.1.

Since R.z/bk.z/D ek , it is sufficient to show that ‰ D
� 0
‰2

�
and that

‰2.z/bk.z/D��D
�1
� .��C .I ���/F.z//ek; k D 1; 2; : : : ; d: (8-13)

Using the formulas for C� and C1 provided in Lemma 8.5 we get from (8-9)

‰.z/bk.z/D C�.z/ek �C1.z/F.z/ek D

�
.I C ���

�/D�1�� � ŒD
�1
�� .I ��/C ��D

�1
� .��� I/�F

���
�D�1�� ���D

�1
� .��� I/F

�
ek :

Note that it is clear from the representation (8-7) that the top entry of ‰ should disappear, i.e., that

.I C ���
�/D�1�� D ŒD

�1
�� .I ��/C ��D

�1
� .��� I/�F: (8-14)

Indeed, by the definition of K� in the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription the top entry of ˆ�f belongs to
H 2.D�/. One can see from Lemma 8.5, for example, that the top entry of C1 belongs to the matrix-
valued H1, so the top entry of C1T

B��
C

f is also in H 2.D�/. Therefore the top entry of ‰f must be in
H 2.D�/ for all f . But that is impossible, because f can be any function in L2.�IE/.

For a reader that is not comfortable with such “soft” reasoning, we present a “hard” computational
proof of (8-14). This computation also helps to assure the reader that the previous computations were
correct.

To do the computation, consider the term in the square brackets in the right-hand side of (8-14). Using
the commutation relations from Lemma 5.4 in the second equality, we get

D�1�� .I ��/C ��D
�1
� .��� I/DD�1�� C �D

�1
� ��� �D�1� �D

�1
���

DD�1�� C ��
�D�1�� � �D

�1
� ��D

�1
�

D .I C ���
�/D�1�� fI �D��.I C ���

�/�1.�� C�/D
�1
� g

D .I C ���
�/D�1�� fI � �0gI

the last equality holds by Theorem 5.2.
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By Lemma 8.6 we have I � �0 D F
�1, so we have for the term in the square brackets

ŒD�1�� .I ��/C ��D
�1
� .��� I/�D .I C ���

�/D�1��F
�1;

which proves (8-14).
To deal with the bottom entry of ‰ we use the commutation relations from Lemma 5.4,

���
�D�1�� ���D

�1
� .��� I/F D��D

�1
� �����D

�1
� ��F C��D

�1
� F

D��D
�1
� .��C .I ���/F /;

which gives the desired formula (8-13) for ‰2.
Finally, let us deal with the second term in the right-hand side of (8-2). We know from Proposition 8.4

that the term in front of T B
��
C

f is given by C1. From Lemma 8.5 we get

C1 D

�
D�1�� .I ��/C ��D

�1
� .��� I/

��D
�1
� .��� I/

�
:

But the top entry of C1 here is the expression in brackets in the right-hand side of (8-14), so it is equal to
.I C ���

�/D�1��F
�1. Therefore

C1 D

�
.I C ���

�/D�1��F
�1

��D
�1
� .��� I/

�
;

which is exactly what we have in (8-2). �

8D. Representation of ˆ� using matrix-valued measures. The above Theorem 8.1 is more transparent
if we represent the direct integral H as the weighted L2 space with a matrix-valued measure.

Namely, consider the weighted space L2.B�B�/,

kf k2
L2.B�B�/

D

Z
T

�
B.�/�B.�/f .�/; f .�/

�
Cd

d�.�/D
Z

T

kB.�/f .�/k2
Cd

d�.�/

(of course one needs to take the quotient space over the set of functions with norm 0).
Then for all scalar functions 'k we have dX

kD1

'kek


L2.B�B�/

D

 dX
kD1

'kbk


L2
I

recall that e1; e2; : : : ; ed is the standard basis in Cd and bk.�/D B.�/ek . Then the map U ,

U
� dX
kD1

'kek

�
D

dX
kD1

'kbk; or, equivalently, Uf D Bf;

defines a unitary operator from L2.B�B�/ to H.
The inverse operator U� is given by U�f .�/DR.�/f .�/, where, recall, R is a measurable pointwise

right inverse of B , B.�/R.�/D IE.�/ �-a.e.
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We define ẑ WD U�ˆ, so ẑ� Dˆ�U , and denote by T B
�B�
C

f the nontangential boundary values of
the Cauchy integral CŒB�Bf��.z/, z 2D. Substituting f D Bg into (8-2) we can restate Theorem 8.1
as follows.

Theorem 8.7. The adjoint Clark operator ẑ� W L2.B�B�/! K� in the Sz.-Nagy–Foias, transcription is
given by

ẑ�g D

�
0
z‰2

�
gC

�
.I C ���

�/D�1��F
�1

��D
�1
� .��� I/

�
T
B�B�
C

g; g 2 L2.B�B�/; (8-15)

where the matrix-valued function z‰2.z/ is defined as

z‰2.z/D��D
�1
� .��C .I ���/F.z//: (8-16)

8E. A generalization of the normalized Cauchy transform. Consider the case when the unitary operator
U has purely singular spectrum. By virtue of Corollary 5.9, the second component of the Sz.-Nagy–Foias,
model space collapses, i.e., K�� DH

2.Cd /	 ��H
2.Cd / for all strict contractions �.

The representation formula (8-2) then reduces to a generalization of the well-studied normalized
Cauchy transform.

Corollary 8.8. If � D �0 is inner, then

.ˆ�f /.z/D .I � �.z//.T
B��
C

f /.z/D .F.z//�1.T
B��
C

f /.z/

for z 2 D, f 2 L2.�IE/.

The first equation was also obtained in [Kapustin and Poltoratski 2006, Theorem 1].
Here we used � D 0 only for simplicity. With the linear fractional relation in Theorem 5.2, it is not

hard to write the result in terms of �� for any strict contraction �.

Proof. Theorem 8.1 for inner � and � D 0 immediately reduces to the first statement.
The equality of the second expression follows immediately from Lemma 8.6. �

9. The Clark operator

Let f 2H� L2.�IE/ and let

ˆ�f D hD

�
h1
h2

�
2 K� : (9-1)

From the representation (8-15) we get, subtracting from the second component the first component
multiplied by an appropriate matrix-valued function, that

‰2f D h2���D
�1
� .��� I/FD��.I C ���

�/�1h1:

Right-multiplying this identity by‰�2 , and using Proposition 8.3 and formulas for‰2, z‰2 from Theorem 8.1,
we get an expression for the density of the absolutely continuous part of �ac. Namely, we find that
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a.e. (with respect to Lebesgue measure on T)

wf DR�F �.I���0 �/D
�1
� ��h2R

�F �.I���0 �/D
�1
� �2�D

�1
� .���I/FD��.IC���

�/�1h1

DR�F �.I���0 �/D
�1
� ��h2�R

�F ��20.I��
��0/

�1.���I/FD��.IC���
�/�1h1: (9-2)

In the case � D 0 the above equation simplifies:

wf DR�F ��0h2CR
�F ��20Fh1

DR�F�0h2CwBh1I (9-3)

in the second equality we used (8-4).
The above formulas (9-2), (9-3) determine the absolutely continuous part of f .
The singular part of f was in essence computed in [Kapustin and Poltoratski 2006]. Formally it was

computed there only for inner functions � , but using the ideas and results from that paper it is easy to get
the general case from our Theorem 8.1.

For the convenience of the reader, we give a self-contained presentation.

Lemma 9.1. Let f 2L2.T; �ICd /. Then�s-a.e. the nontangential boundary values of CŒf��.z/=CŒ��.z/,
z 2 D, exist and equal f .�/, � 2 T.

This lemma was proved in [Kapustin and Poltoratski 2006] even for the more general case of f 2
L2.�IE/, where E is a separable Hilbert space. Note that our case E DCd follows trivially by applying
the corresponding scalar result (E D C) proved in [Poltoratskiı̆ 1993] to entries of the vector f .

Applying the above lemma to the representation giving by the first coordinate of (8-2) from Theorem 8.1,
we get that for f and h related by (9-1) we have

B�f D
1

CŒ��
FD��.I C ���

�/�1h1 �s-a.e.

Left-multiplying this identity by R� we get

ˆhD f D
1

CŒ��
R�FD��.I C ���

�/�1h1 �s-a.e. (9-4)

Summarizing, we get the following theorem, describing the direct Clark operator ˆ.

Theorem 9.2. If ˆ�f D h as in (9-1), so f Dˆh, then the absolutely continuous part of f is given by
(9-2) and the singular part of f is given by (9-4).
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